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Abstract 

 

Memeify the Revolution, But Make It Sexy:  

Sexualized Digital Activism in 2020 

 

Katie Lynne Williams, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2021 

 

Supervisor: E. Johanna Hartelius 

 

2020 was a record year for grassroots political activity in the United States, and 

social media platforms in particular served as indispensable tools for spreading 

movement communication. Because posts on sites like Instagram and Twitter often rely 

on a logic of memeification to achieve virality, the popularization of activism online 

meant that resistance itself was memeified as well. Specifically, 2020 movement memes 

were intensely sexual in character and abundant on a scale never before seen. 

This thesis is dedicated to the critical investigation of the purpose, foundations, 

methods, and utility of “sexualized digital activism” (SDA) for progressive politics. After 

exploring the historical, theoretical, technological, and sociocultural influences to its 

development, I argue that SDA is a direct outcome of postfeminism, social media’s 

attention economy, and woke-washing. Then, by analyzing a variety of artifacts gathered 

from social media throughout 2020, I suggest that SDA can be categorized in at least four 

distinct ways and provide an overarching typology. Finally, considerations are given to 

the potential advantages that SDA can offer direct action, but ultimately, I draw on the 
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work of Audre Lorde to argue that this rhetoric is an inherently risky strategy for 

movement building because it participates in the same oppressive systems that 

progressive politics typically oppose. In doing so, this project contributes to ongoing 

inquiries regarding the use of social media for political engagements, postfeminism, and 

the effects of networked media on cultural trends.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

2020 was a record year for grassroots political activity in the United States.1 From 

fully organized social movements like Black Lives Matter, to unnamed but nonetheless 

popular efforts to promote social action, such as supporting the USPS to prevent financial 

ruin, many Americans were involved in at least one political project or another. 

Indispensable to this heightened activity was the use of social media platforms to spread 

information and make one’s voice heard. Indeed, from sharing poll locations to 

encourage voter participation in the presidential election, to posting messages in 

solidarity with essential workers during the global COVID-19 pandemic, digital spaces 

such as Instagram and Twitter were primary tools used to promote social consciousness 

and collective action.  

 As communication about various movements spread farther across the Internet, 

they were increasingly memeified in various ways.2 For example, one of the most popular 

memes in 2020 revolved around the murder of Breonna Taylor –– a 26-year-old Black 

woman who was shot multiple times in her sleep during a no-knock police raid on her 

 
1 Ximena Conde, “Thousands Became Activists in 2020. Organizers Say They Expect a Dip in 
Participation and That’s OK,” Whyy, November 30, 2020, https://whyy.org/articles/thousands-became-
activists-in-2020-organizers-say-they-expect-a-dip-in-participation-and-thats-ok/.  
2 I use the term “movement” throughout this project only to describe grassroots mobilization by ordinary 
citizens (as opposed to top-down campaigning by professional politicians and organizations), not to 
comment on the character of that mobilization. In doing so, I do not want to conflate radical/liberatory 
politics, such as those present in the Black Lives Matter movement, with reformism, such as voting for the 
Democratic party in the 2020 presidential election. 
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home.3 Understandably, many were outraged by the killing, and activists across the 

nation organized massive protests in an effort to have the officers involved face 

accountability for her death. Within weeks, the digital sphere joined those efforts as 

social media users on various platforms shared Taylor’s story, her family’s GoFundMe, 

and petitions to ban no-knock warrants. This rush of activism was so prominent online 

that the call to “arrest the cops who killed Breonna Taylor” quickly became memeified 

and was found in hundreds of otherwise unrelated posts. In fact, the phrase was so 

common that Know Your Meme, an online database that documents Internet memes and 

other popular online phenomena, created an entry on Breonna Taylor.4  

Figure 1 depicts one instance of the meme from @jonbrownmusic on Twitter that 

reads: “The secret to making shrimp and grits is to start by peeling two pounds of shrimp. 

Make a stock with the shrimp shells in a carrot, celery, and onion reduction. Finally, use 

that delicious stock as the base for your grits and arrest the three police who murdered 

Breonna Taylor.”  Likewise, Figure 2 shows a tweet from @BenSPLATT reading: “roses 

are red, violets are blue, arrest the cops who murdered Breonna Taylor in her home.” 

These tweets are memetic because they were created by individual Twitter users who 

imitate one another in content (the phrase itself), form (where the posts initially appear 

apolitical and then unexpectedly shifts at the end), and stance (that these users are allies 

 
3 BBC News, “Breonna Taylor: What Happened on the Night of her Death?,” BBC News, October 8, 2020, 
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-54210448.  
4 “Arrest the Cops Who Killed Breonna Taylor,” Memes, Know Your Meme, last modified November 
2020, https://knowyourmeme.com/memes/arrest-the-cops-who-killed-breonna-taylor. 
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seeking justice for Breonna Taylor).5 Along with the many other similar posts that can be 

found online, these memes create a shared cultural experience where seemingly mundane 

social media posts become stark reminders of police brutality. In this way, the meme-

makers put the slogan “no justice, no peace” into action by compelling others to 

remember Taylor and reject a return to normalcy until her killers are brought to justice.  

6 

Figure 1: Twitter Post by @jonbrownmusic 

7 

Figure 2: Twitter Post by @BenSPLATT 

 
5 Limor Shifman, “Memes in a Digital World: Reconciling with a Conceptual Troublemaker,” Journal of 
Computer-Mediated Communication 18, no. 3 (2013).  
6 @jonbrownmusic, Twitter post, June 19, 2020, 3:33 PM, 
https://twitter.com/jonbrownmusic/status/1274077838761697280. 
7 @BenSPLATT, Twitter post, June 10, 2020, 12:21 PM, 
https://twitter.com/BenSPLATT/status/1270768022043553792. 
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While there were plenty of generic movement memes like these dispersed 

throughout the year (about Taylor as well as other political projects), many were also 

intensely sexual. In sexualized movement memes, rhetorics of sex and attraction are 

employed to discuss otherwise non-sexual social and political activism. For example, 

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate sexualized versions of the Breonna Taylor meme. The former is 

a screenshot of a now-deleted post that Riverdale actress Lili Reinhart (@lilireinhart) 

originally published to Instagram on June 28, 2020. The photo shows 23-year-old 

Reinhart posing nude on a beach and looking longingly into the camera with the caption: 

“Now that my sideboob has gotten your attention, Breonna Taylor’s murderers have not 

been arrested. Demand justice.” The latter, also a screenshot of a now-deleted post, is 

from Instagram influencer Tatyana Ali (@tatyanaalii_). This photo features a selfie of the 

young woman dressed in a black bikini top with glossy lips and long nails looking coolly 

away from the camera. The caption reads: “if ur single *heart emoji* all the cuties call 

me @ 502-595-2300 and ask them to arrest the cops who killed Breonna Taylor! pls.”  
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8 

Figure 3: Instagram Post by @lilireinhart 

9 

Figure 4: Instagram Post by @tatyanaalii_ 
 

8 Ellie Bate, “Lili Reinhart Apologised for Her ‘Tone Deaf’ Topless Instagram Post Demanding Justice for 
Breonna Taylor,” Buzzfeed, July 1, 2020, https://www.buzzfeed.com/eleanorbate/lili-reinhart-topless-
photo-breonna-taylor-apology. 
9 Screenshot was taken from a now-deleted post by Instagram user @tatyanaalii_ on June 26, 2020: 
https://www.instagram.com/tatyanaalii_/. 
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 This thesis is dedicated to these latter kinds of online posts and memes, a 

phenomenon I will henceforth refer to as “sexualized digital activism,” or SDA. In 

examining this rhetorical practice, I am primarily interested in how young women use it 

and whether it is an effective strategy for social movement purposes. Based on my 

findings, although SDA offers some potential advantages, it tends to rely on and reaffirm 

the same hegemonic assumptions that progressive politics typically oppose. For this 

reason, I argue that SDA is at best insubstantial and at worst actively detrimental for 

resistance communication.  

After briefly introducing the topic here in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 presents a review 

of pertinent literature to historicize, contextualize, and offer an explanation of why SDA 

has become increasingly prominent. In Chapter 3, I show that 2020 movements were 

sexually memeified in at least four distinct ways by analyzing a variety of social media 

posts and proposing an overarching typology. Chapter 4 provides my evaluation of SDA 

where, using Audre Lorde’s distinction between “the erotic” and “the pornographic” as a 

guiding framework, I argue that SDA is, ultimately, ethically and strategically 

compromised. Finally, I conclude the project by summarizing my findings, discussing 

limitations to my study, and suggesting avenues for future research.  
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CHAPTER 2 

CONTEXTUALIZATION 

 

“Sex” no longer works its once prime task of procreation: instead, it now 
serves a multiplicity of purposes, including pleasure, the establishing and 
defining of relationships, the communication of messages concerning 
attitudes and lifestyles, and the provision of a major mechanism for 
subjection, abuse, and violence… In short, “sex” serves many ends, 
assumes many forms, is bound up with more things, and yet is becoming 
more autonomous, more a matter of individual choice. 
 

–– Kenneth Plummer10 

 

Before typifying and evaluating SDA in 2020, it is necessary to consider how and 

why this practice developed. Aside from movements specifically dedicated to sexual 

issues, such as equality for the LGBTQ community or the decriminalization of sex work, 

what reason is there to link sex and activism? Where did these discourses come from and 

why are they so rampant on the Internet? How can we make sense of them? This chapter 

aims to answer these questions by considering the historical, theoretical, technological, 

and sociocultural influences that gave rise to SDA.  

HISTORICAL PRECURSORS: ATTRACTING SUPPORTERS WITH BEAUTY, SEX, AND 
ROMANCE 

First, it is important to consider whether the sexualization of politics is novel. The 

answer is both yes and no. On one hand, there is clear historical evidence that SDA has 

been implemented in the past. For example, Rosa Parks is often cited as the first Black 

 
10 Kenneth Plummer, Intimate Citizenship: Private Decisions and Public Dialogues (Seattle: University of 
Washington Press, 2011), 19.   
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person to deny giving up her seat to white bus riders during the 1960s Civil Rights 

Movement. In actuality, this feat was first accomplished nine months prior to Parks’ 

refusal, by 15-year-old Claudette Colvin.11 Although the teenager bravely faced the harsh 

adult realities of police brutality, arrest, and jail time, she was denied credit for the 

groundbreaking civil disobedience that jump-started the Montgomery Bus Boycott 

because she did not have the “right look.” Whereas the NAACP and other Black 

organizations felt that a teenager (especially one pregnant out of wedlock) would be 

inappropriate to cast as a movement icon, Parks held “a respectable [and feminized] job 

as a seamstress . . . was married, and fulfilled womanly family work.”12 Furthermore, 

Parks was said to have a skin and hair texture that was “associate[d] with the middle 

class.”13 In Colvin’s case, a mixture of ageism, classism, and colorism all worked against 

her. So, even if no explicit sexualization occurred, it is clear that Parks was selected over 

Colvin as a symbol for civil rights because she was more “attractive” ––  both physically 

and behaviorally.  

More recently, scholars have noticed a shift in political activity that emphasizes 

more overt sexualization rather than mere attractiveness. Communication scholar Karrin 

Vasby Anderson has shown throughout her body of work how both professional 

politicians and every day female voters have been sexualized in traditional and new 

media. In her article “Rhymes with Blunt,” Anderson articulates a “pornification” frame 

 
11 Katharina M. Fackler, “Ambivalent Frames: Rosa Parks and the Visual Grammar of Respectability,” 
Souls 18, no. 2-4 (2016): 273. 
12 Fackler, “Ambivalent Frames,” 273-274.  
13 Margot Adler and Phillip Hoose, “Before Rosa Parks, There Was Claudette Colvin,” NPR, March 15, 
2009, https://www.npr.org/2009/03/15/101719889/before-rosa-parks-there-was-claudette-colvin.  
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in which narratives, metaphors, and images are culled from the realm of pornography into 

mainstream culture by “highlighting sexuality in contexts that are otherwise not 

sexualized.”14 Using this frame, she explains how candidates Sarah Palin and Hilary 

Clinton were both “pornified” during the 2008 presidential campaign –– the former 

through a lens of sexual desirability (a traditionally feminine “MILF,” an acronym for 

“Mother I’d Like to Fuck”) and the latter through sadomasochism (a “cunt” worthy of 

humiliation and abuse).15  

In “Deflowering the Voting Virgin,” Anderson critiques several get-out-the-vote 

campaigns that employed “the tropology of sex and romance in order to promote [young 

women’s] voter participation.”16 In an attempt to engage and excite American women in 

their twenties, Democrats and Republicans alike sponsored advertisements featuring 

actresses giggling about how their “first time” (voting) made them feel sexy and 

liberated, asserting that it is “uncool” to not “do it” (vote), and even musing about 

breaking up with an abusive boyfriend (Obama).17 Because these ads simultaneously cast 

sexual activity as empowering and “equate sexual abstinence with political apathy,” they 

promote what Anderson calls a “pleasure prerogative,” which “conflates female political 

agency with romantic engagement, (hetero)sexual consummation, and consumer 

consciousness.”18 Overall, the oral and visual rhetoric of these ads worked to construct 

 
14 Karrin Vasby Anderson, “‘Rhymes with Blunt:’” Pornification and US Political Culture,” Rhetoric & 
Public Affairs 14, no. 2 (2011): 335. 
15 Anderson, “’Rhymes with Blunt,’” 337-346. 
16 Karrin Vasby Anderson, “Deflowering the Voting Virgin: Piety, Political Advertising, and the Pleasure 
Prerogative,” Quarterly Journal of Speech 103, no. 1-2 (2017): 161. 
17 Anderson, “Deflowering the Voting Virgin,” 161. 
18 Anderson, “Deflowering the Voting Virgin,” 169 and 161. 
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young female voters as a “homogenous group of white, middle-to-upper-class 

professionals, as consumers rather than citizens, and as sexually appealing and 

available.”19 

Based on the evidence here, it is clear that politics have been sexualized to attract 

supporters and sympathizers for decades. Now, we find ourselves in a particularly 

interesting moment in this long history as novel elements have developed in 2020. My 

thesis contributes to this ongoing body of research by considering new shifts in popular 

political discourse. In doing so, I highlight three characteristics which differentiate 

current SDA from past examples. First, many of the artifacts to be analyzed are sexually 

explicit, not just innuendo. Unlike Parks and the get-out-the-vote campaigns, the 

examples featured in the following chapter do not stop at beautiful faces or allusions to 

sex, but are intentionally graphic. Second, in contrast to the pornification of Palin and 

Clinton (which was explicit), the current sexualization of movements is largely conducted 

by ordinary individuals and often directed towards themselves, rather than imposed by a 

powerful outside force such as the mass media. Finally, whereas Anderson and Stewart 

note that the archetype of feminine beauty has traditionally been focused on the thin, 

white, middle-to-upper class, cis-gender, heterosexual woman, the rhetoric of 

intersectionality has become mainstream in recent years. This has allowed for some 

 
19 Karrin Vasby Anderson and Jessie Stewart, “Politics and the Single Woman: The ‘Sex and the City 
Voter’ in Campaign 2004,” Rhetoric and Public Affairs 8, no. 4 (2005): 597. 
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flexibility in who is found sexually attractive and thus slightly alters the terrain of which 

bodies participate in and are visible through SDA.20  

With these three novelties outlined, I want to consider how they developed before 

diving into examples and evaluations. After all, changes do not occur overnight, so what 

can account for these shifts that comprise the present incarnation of sexualized politics? I 

attribute this evolution to three key influences: postfeminism, social media, and “woke-

washing.” 

THEORETICAL INFLUENCES: POST-FEMINISM AND THE COMMODIFICATION OF 
EMPOWERMENT RHETORIC 

For the majority of its history, Western feminism has been a wholly unpopular 

endeavor. From anti-suffragette propaganda that plagued the first-wave, to second-wave 

caricatures of feminists as “antimale, antisex, anti-femininity, and antifun [sic],” men and 

women alike have either been turned off by perceived feminist goals or reluctant to 

identify with feminism out of fear of social marginalization. 21 This is far from the case 

today, however, as feminism’s reputation has gone from a disdained extremist position to 

a commonplace expectation.22 Indeed, examples of this transformation are visible 

throughout mainstream culture: from feminist logos proudly printed on t-shirts, mugs, 

 
20 Here I would add the caveat that deviations from traditional beauty standards typically only happen in 
one category and, when this is the case, women tend to over-perform in the other categories to make up for 
that perceived lack. For example, while women of color have steadily become more visible in popular 
media, those who receive the most fame and recognition tend to be light-skinned and thin. Likewise, fat 
women are slowly finding acceptance in popular culture but, again, those who are white and hyper-
feminine are more easily celebrated than fat women of color or butch lesbians.  
21 See for example: Lisa Tickner, The Spectacle of Women: Imagery of the Suffrage Campaign 1907-14 
(University of Chicago Press, 1988). 
R. Claire Snyder, “What is Third-Wave Feminism? A New Directions Essay,” Signs: Journal of Women in 
Culture and Society 34, no. 1 (2008): 179. 
22 Angela McRobbie, “Post‐Feminism and Popular Culture,” Feminist Media Studies 4, no. 3 (2004): 256. 
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and other consumer products, to high-profile celebrities like Beyoncé and Emma Watson 

openly engaging in feminist projects.23 This sudden and (almost) complete change can be 

correlated with the rise third-wave feminism.  

 Unlike the relatively clear objectives of the first- and second-waves, third-wave 

feminism is a highly contested subject matter. Scholars within and between academic 

disciplines disagree in defining, historicizing, and evaluating the third-wave, especially 

when studies vary between mainstream (e.g., “media maid” Naomi Wolf) and 

underground (e.g., Riot Grrrl) perspectives.24 Oftentimes, even self-identified third-

wavers have difficulty, or outright reject, articulating a precise definition because the 

third-wave is meant to be inherently flexible, ambiguous, and contradictory. Despite the 

complex nature of third-wave feminism, there are clear features that unite across all of 

the various interpretations. Namely, intersectionality, sexual liberation, fun, and 

empowerment. 

Emerging around the 1990s, the third-wave can be thought of as a reaction to the 

second-wave, when a new generation of feminists sought to correct the mistakes of their 

feminist foremothers.25 In particular, the second-wave was perceived as rigid, essentialist, 

and universalist. For example, concerning the “problem with no name” that motivated 

white housewives towards collective action, Snyder-Hall recounts that: 

 
23 Eliana Dockterman, “Beyoncé: Lessons in Modern Feminism,” Time, December 17, 2013, 
https://time.com/1851/flawless-5-lessons-in-modern-feminism-from-beyonce/.   
Emma Watson, “Gender Equality is Your Issue Too,” Speech from the founding event for the HeForShe 
campaign, Unwomen, September 20, 2014, https://www.unwomen.org/en/news/stories/2014/9/emma-
watson-gender-equality-is-your-issue-too. 
24 Chilla Bulbeck, “Unpopularising Feminism: ‘Blaming Feminism’ in the Generation Debate and the 
Mother Wars,” Sociology Compass 4, no. 1 (2010): 23. 
25 R. Claire Snyder, “What is Third-Wave Feminism?,” 176. 
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While white women fought for the right to work outside the home, Black 
women had almost always worked outside the home by necessity. 
Consequently, many Black women would prefer to stay home and care 
for their own families, rather than caring for the children of white 
women, newly entering the workforce. The right to work looks different, 
depending on where you stand.26 
 

Although conceptualizations of oppression as “constituted by multiple, converging, or 

interwoven systems” rather than a “singular process of binary political relation” has a 

long history in anti-racist circles dating back to at least the early 19th century, it was not 

until Black feminist legal scholar Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw coined and popularized 

the metaphor of intersectionality that Western feminism began to take seriously the 

exclusionary implications of painting all women with the same broad brush.27 Thus, the 

third-wave sought to center non-dominant voices (e.g., women of color, transgender 

women, poor women, disabled women, etc.) through the circulation of first-person 

narrative accounts.  

 A similar problem of exclusion emerged from the second-wave’s “sex wars.” The 

sex wars concerned “the conflict between the quest for gender equality and the desire for 

sexual pleasure,” as feminists questioned how women should react to “their own 

feminine attraction to things that bolster patriarchy,” such as the eroticization of male 

dominance or the preference for traditionally feminine roles/styles.28 On one end of this 

debate, radical anti-sex feminists argued that these impulses were essentially the product 

 
26 Betty Friedan, The Feminine Mystique (WW Norton & Company, 2010). 
R. Claire Snyder-Hall, “Third-Wave Feminism and the Defense of ‘Choice,’” Perspectives on Politics 8, 
no. 1 (2010): 259. 
27 Anna Carastathis, “The Concept of Intersectionality in Feminist Theory,” Philosophy Compass 9, no. 5 
(2014): 304-305. 
Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw, On Intersectionality: Essential Writings (New York: New Press, 2019). 
28 Snyder-Hall, “Third-Wave Feminism and the Defense of ‘Choice,’” 255-256. 
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of brainwashing and should be outright denied as “collaborations with the enemy.”29 

Since this stance left many women feeling shamed for their deep-seated desires, 

solidarity was severely undermined.30  

To remedy this, the third-wave “re-introduced the ideal of sexual liberation” and 

sought to validate traditional femininity rather than reject it as inferior (a characteristic, in 

fact, of patriarchy).31 For example, Naomi Wolf argued that women should not have to 

give up beauty or “heterosexual privilege” but expand conceptions of the beautiful and 

extend civil rights to the LGBTQ community.32 Likewise, Jennifer Baumgardner and 

Amy Richards argue in their third-wave Manifesta that: “Our desires aren’t simply booby 

traps set by the patriarchy… using makeup isn’t a sign of our sway to the marketplace 

and the male gaze; it can be sexy, campy, ironic, or simply decorating ourselves without 

the loaded issues.”33 Overall then, third-wave feminism appears to have a direct 

connection to the three shifts in sexualized politics noted previously, since explicit sexual 

expressions are encouraged so long as they are freely chosen by the individual woman 

and marginalized bodies are included. 

Despite the third-wave’s pure intentions for inclusivity, centralizing the principle 

of choice whilst transforming feminism from a prudish and humorless political position 

towards a sexy, feminine, and fun personal matter made third-wave feminism susceptible 

 
29 Leeds Revolutionary Feminists, “Love Your Enemy? The Debate Between Heterosexual Feminism and 
Political Lesbianism” (London: Onlywomen Press Ltd., 1981), 7. 
30 Snyder-Hall, “Third-Wave Feminism and the Defense of ‘Choice.’” 
31 Snyder-Hall, “Third-Wave Feminism and the Defense of ‘Choice,’” 255. 
32 Naomi Wolf, “‘Two Traditions,” in The Women’s Movement Today: An Encyclopedia of Third-Wave 
Feminism, ed. Leslie L. Heywood (Westport: Greenwood, 2006), 14-15. 
33 Jennifer Baumgardner and Amy Richards, Manifesta: Young Women, Feminism, and the Future (New 
York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 2000), 302-303.  
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to co-optation. In her article “Commodified Agents and Empowered Girls,” Ellen 

Riordan explains that the overall popularization of “girl power” rhetoric watered-down 

the third-wave’s originally radical message so that it would “appeal to the widest 

audience.”34 Using the 1990s girl group the Spice Girls as a primary example, Riordan 

argues that although the British artists certainly celebrated femininity and paid lip-service 

to women taking charge, they nonetheless “reinforced capitalist and patriarchal social 

relations.”35 Namely, they did not attempt to re-define beauty, the group only offered 

sexuality for a heterosexual male gaze as a source of power, and said nothing of the fact 

that girls are socialized to “seek male approval, focus on their beauty, and act passively,” 

which impacts the decisions women choose to make.36 This kind of empowerment 

“stop[s] at the individual level and, therefore, does not dramatically change the social 

conditions of women’s and girls’ lives [while] media corporations continue to make 

money off of trendy ‘feminist’ commodities.”37 Ultimately, Riordan argues, if such 

individual empowerment does not expand to a collective consciousness, then “women 

will be forever reproducing social relations that are rooted in patriarchal oppression and 

capitalist exploitation.”38 

This overall de-radicalization and commodification of third-wave feminism has 

been documented by a number of feminists who have articulated a number of different 

ways to understand and evaluate it. Whereas Wolf has praised it as “power feminism,” 
 

34 Ellen Riordan, “Commodified Agents and Empowered Girls: Consuming and Producing Feminism,” 
Journal of Communication Inquiry 25, no. 3 (2001): 290.  
35 Riordan, “Commodified Agents and Empowered Girls,” 290-291. 
36 Riordan, “Commodified Agents and Empowered Girls,” 290-291. 
37 Riordan, “Commodified Agents and Empowered Girls,” 294. 
38 Riordan, “Commodified Agents and Empowered Girls,” 295. 
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Baumgardner and Richards take a neutral stance that it is only one of many “types” of 

third-wave feminism rather than something different altogether.39 In the academy, it has 

been received with less positivity, as Riordan has critiqued it as “commodification 

feminism,” Sarah Banet-Wiser as “popular feminism,” and Catherine Rottenberg as 

“neoliberal feminism.”40 While these vocabularies certainly have nuances that demarcate 

them as distinct phenomena, they also overlap significantly and are difficult to 

completely disentangle.  

For the sake of clarity, this thesis will adopt the language of “postfeminism” as an 

umbrella term. In particular, I find Rosalind Gill’s 2007 articulation of the “postfeminist 

sensibility” to be the most useful in this project, as she provides a list of nine “relatively 

stable” features which can identify a postfeminist discourse.41 These are: 

 

1. Femininity as a bodily property where the “possession of a ‘sexy body’ is 

presented as women’s key (if not sole) source of identity and... power.”42 This is 

contrary to traditional notions of femininity defined through traits such as 

sensitivity or motherhood.   

 

 
39 Naomi Wolf, Fire with Fire: New Female Power and How it Will Change the Twenty-First Century 
(New York: Random House, 1993). 
Baumgardner and Richards, Manifesta: Young Women, Feminism, and the Future (New York: Farrar, 
Straus & Giroux, 2000). 
40 Riordan, “Commodified Agents and Empowered Girls,” 295. 
Sarah Banet-Weiser, Rosalind Gill, and Catherine Rotenberg, “Postfeminism, Popular Feminism and 
Neoliberal Feminism? Sarah Banet-Weiser, Rosalind Gill and Catherine Rottenberg in Conversation,” 
Feminist Theory 21, no. 1 (2020). 
41 Rosalind Gill, “Postfeminist Media Culture: Elements of a Sensibility,” European Journal of Cultural 
Studies 10, no. 2 (2007): 149.  
42 Gill, “Postfeminist Media Culture,” 149. 
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2. The sexualization of culture, which refers to the “extraordinary proliferation of 

discourses about sex and sexuality across all media forms… [and] the 

increasingly frequent erotic presentation of [mostly female] bodies in public 

spaces.”43  

 

3. A shift from sex object to sexual subject, where “women are not straight-forwardly 

objectified but portrayed as active, desiring sexual subjects who choose to present 

themselves in a seemingly objectified manner because it suits their liberated 

interests to do so.”44  

 

4. Notions of individualism, choice, and empowerment where “every aspect of life is 

refracted through the idea of personal choice and self-determination.”45 Here, 

even painful practices such as Brazilian waxes and plastic surgery are “depicted 

widely as indicators of women ‘pleasing themselves’ and ‘using beauty to make 

themselves feel good’” while ignoring problems of social pressure and 

commercial interests that underpin these trends.46 

 

5. Self-surveillance and discipline, where the demand for women to monitor their 

performance of femininity has intensified towards achieving “perfection” and 

extended into areas outside of physical appearance (e.g., one’s interior 

psychology).47 Furthermore, the labor it takes to achieve such perfection “must be 

understood as ‘fun,’ ‘pampering,’ or ‘self-indulgence,’ and never be disclosed.”48  

 

 

 
43 Gill, “Postfeminist Media Culture,” 150. 
44 Gill, “Postfeminist Media Culture,” 151. 
45 Gill, “Postfeminist Media Culture,” 153. 
46 Gill, “Postfeminist Media Culture,” 153.  
47 Gill, “Postfeminist Media Culture,” 155. Emphasis added. 
48 Gill, “Postfeminist Media Culture,” 155. Original emphasis. 
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6. The “makeover paradigm,” which requires women to believe their life is lacking 

in some way and that “practising [sic] appropriately modified consumption 

habits” can result in a “more successful version of themselves” (e.g., purchasing 

“better” clothing or products for a more youthful look, thereby “scoring” a date or 

mending their relationship with their children).49 

 

7. The reassertion of sexual difference where, contrary to feminist efforts to subvert 

essentialism, the idea that men and women have “natural differences” is 

emphasized. Even if such language is used to cast women as superior (e.g., more 

intelligent, hygienic, emotionally mature, etc.) to men, this difference is 

nonetheless “represented as inevitable and ––if read correctly–– as pleasurable.”50 

 

8. Irony and knowingness, where one can express oppressive views but disregard its 

seriousness as a joke.51  

 

9. The entanglement of feminist and anti-feminist ideas whereby “a certain kind of 

liberal feminist perspective is treated as commonsense, while at the same time 

feminism and feminists are constructed as harsh, punitive, and inauthentic, not 

articulating women’s true desires.”52 

 

As will be seen through the next chapter’s artifacts, many of these characteristics are 

present in 2020 SDA, which points to the phenomenon’s grounding in the theoretical 

commitments of postfeminism.  

 
49 Gill, “Postfeminist Media Culture,” 156. 
50 Gill, “Postfeminist Media Culture,” 159. 
51 Gill, “Postfeminist Media Culture,” 159.  
52 Gill, “Postfeminist Media Culture,” 161-162. 
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TECHNOLOGICAL INFLUENCES: SOCIAL MEDIA’S ATTENTION ECONOMY, 
INFLUENCERS, AND MEMEIFICATION  

 The second factor that helped to give rise to new forms of sexualized activism is 

social media itself. Of course, platforms such as Instagram and Twitter are the primary 

vehicle through which sexual images and language, as well as information regarding 

social injustices and uprisings, are virtually spread around the Western world, particularly 

in North America. But, aside from it’s obvious use as a tool of message transmission, 

social media has allowed entirely unique Internet cultures to emerge. Clearly, social 

media (and the Internet more broadly) has created a new level of connectivity never 

before experienced by humans. We can now overcome the boundaries of time and space 

to not only communicate with loved ones outside of our own physical proximity, but also 

to access the thoughts of complete strangers. In this way, individuals are exposed to new 

ideas, diverse experiences, and alternative perspectives that they may have never 

encountered before the digital revolution. However, as Herbert Simon aptly realized in 

1971: “A wealth of information creates a poverty of attention.”53  

Today, everyone with access to Internet connectivity suffers from “information 

overload.” Simply put, this means that there is so much information available to us at all 

times that it is impossible for us to attend to all of it. Thus, we are constantly making 

conscious and unconscious choices about which communications we take heed of and 

which are drowned out in the sea of information. Consequently, this problem of 

information overload has exacerbated the late-capitalist “attention economy.” Even 

 
53 Herbert Simon, “Designing Organizations for an Information-Rich World,” in Computers, 
Communications and the Public Interest, ed. M. Greenberger (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 
1971), 40.  
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before the advent of the Internet, traditional mass media companies already viewed 

attention as an invaluable commodity to be sold to advertisers (even charging more for 

“prime time” ad slots), as a hundred or so channels once struggled amongst each other for 

audience attention.54 Now, however, attention is an even more scarce resource since the 

Internet provides almost limitless avenues for consumers to access information and 

entertainment. Because the competition is so steep, attention is more difficult to acquire 

and retain than ever before. As a result, attention has become so valuable that “those who 

don’t have it, want it [and] even those who have it want more.”55  

Not only is audience attention more valuable than ever, but “being watched and 

getting attention [are now] just as valuable as watching and giving attention.”56 Whereas 

advertisers were once the sole entities seeking mass audience attention via traditional 

media, private individuals now do the same on social media platforms. Indeed, from 

selfies to updates on their personal lives, individual users self-disclose information and 

create various content in order to gain attention from others online.57 Whether one 

measures the value of this attention in terms of social capital (informally referred to as 

“clout”) or simply the psychological benefits of feeling recognized/validated by others, 

the entire goal of social media is to have one’s post noticed.58 As Zulli remarks: 

 
54 Diana Zulli, “Capitalizing on the Look: Insights into the Glance, Attention Economy, and Instagram,” 
Critical Studies in Media Communication 35, no. 2 (2018): 139-140. 
55 John Beck and Thomas Davenport, The Attention Economy: Understanding the New Currency of 
Business (Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 2001), 3.  
56 Zulli, “Capitalizing on the Look,” 140. 
57 A “selfie” is a self-portrait photographed with digital technology and often uploaded to social media 
platforms.  
58 Pierre Bourdieu, “Forms of Capital,” in Handbook of Theory and Research for the Sociology of 
Education, ed. J. G. Richardson (New York: Greenwood Press, 1986). 
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“‘Successful’ users, then, are those whose online activity garners [significant] attention,” 

quantified by the accumulation of likes, shares, and follows –– in other words, “going 

viral.”59 

In order to achieve this success on social media, “users need to be strategic about 

their posting habits to optimize the visibility of their image.”60 This not only means 

posting content that others will be drawn to, but adopting market strategies proven to 

capture attention, such as posting regularly and/or at certain times during the day.61 Most 

importantly, social media experts argue, is the need to self-brand according to “a ‘shtick’ 

or a theme [that can] set one’s account apart from the millions of [others].”62 This wide-

scale transformation of individuals using social media as a fun way to connect with others 

to a tool of self-branding for capitalizing on attention has directly led to the development 

of social media “influencers.” According to Abidin, these are “everyday [sic], ordinary 

Internet users who accumulate a relatively large following on blogs and social media 

through the textual and visual narration of their personal lives and lifestyles.”63 Although 

this definition can certainly apply to content creators who revolve their posts around 

themes of food, travel, or technology among others, the archetypal influencer is a sexy 

woman whose “shtick” is cosmetic artistry, fashion, or fitness. For the remainder of this 

 
Zulli, “Capitalizing on the Look,” 143. 
59 Zulli, “Capitalizing on the Look,” 140. 
60 Zulli, “Capitalizing on the Look,” 144. 
61 Zulli, “Capitalizing on the Look,” 144.   
62 Zulli, “Capitalizing on the Look,” 144.   
63 Crystal Abidin, “Please Subscribe!: Influencers, Social Media, and the Commodification of Everyday 
Life” (PhD diss., University of Western Australia, 2016), 1.  
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project, it is strictly this latter classification to which I refer when using the term 

“influencer.” 

If most creators are guided by traditional marketing strategies when aiming to 

increase their visibility, influencers in particular model their online conduct based on the 

golden rule of advertising: sex sells.64 Knowing that sexy bodies and feminine beauty 

have captured attention for billboards and commercials for decades, influencers primarily 

gain their followings through aesthetic or promiscuous selfies which are even photo-

edited to achieve near-perfection. Knowing that influencers can draw the attention of 

thousands (or even millions) of people online, many companies are even turning to them 

for advertising purposes like they once turned to televised prime time ad slots. Besides 

just a large following, what sets influencers apart from other social media users is that 

they “monetize their following by integrating ‘advertorials’ into their blog or social 

media posts… [that are] highly personalized, opinion-laden promotions of 

products/services that influencers personally experience and endorse for a fee.”65 Thus, 

influencers not only benefit socially and psychologically from online attention, but 

corporate sponsorships allow them to reap economic rewards as well. Given this, “the 

concept of the self-branded, ‘microcelebrity’ (or influencer), within the attention 

 
64 See for example: Jessica Dawn Blair, Jason Duane Stephenson, Kathy L. Hill, and John S. Green, 
“Ethics in Advertising: Sex Sells, but Should It?,” Journal of Legal, Ethical and Regulatory Issues 9, no. 1 
(2006). 
65 Abidin, “Please Subscribe!,” 1. 
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economy has become popular for young women to aspire to as a career or at least 

sideline.”66 

Influencers are not the only source of pronounced sexualization online, however. 

Those who do not possess the beauty of an influencer can still utilize the “sex sells” 

mantra to gain a following in the attention economy by participating in the cultural 

production of memes. The term “meme” has its original roots in the field of biology, 

where Richard Dawkins first described memes as “small cultural units of transmission… 

which are spread from person to person by copying or imitation.”67 An Internet meme, 

though, is something a bit different. According to Limor Shifman, Internet memes are 

“units of popular culture that are circulated, imitated [in content, form, or stance], and 

transformed by individual Internet users, creating a shared cultural experience in the 

process.”68 Moreover, memes online: (1) “tend to describe recent, often short-lasting 

fads” rather than something with long-lasting relevance; (2) refer to concrete artifacts like 

videos, images, and text posts rather than something “abstract and controversial;” and (3) 

are a product of human activity rather than the result of passive biological processes 

(although the analogy of “virality” is still used in relation to a meme’s “rapid uptake and 

spread” by thousands of people online).69 Importantly, I would add that Internet memes 

are overwhelmingly employed in a comical manner. Overall, then, for something to 

become “memeified” on social media is for it to be transformed into a trendy and/or 

 
66 Catherine Archer, “Social Media Influencers, Post-Feminism and Neoliberalism: How Mum Bloggers’ 
‘Playbour’ is Reshaping Public Relations,” Public Relations Inquiry 8, no. 2 (2019): 154. 
67 Shifman, “Memes in a Digital World,” 363. 
68 Shifman, “Memes in a Digital World,” 367. 
69 Shifman, “Memes in a Digital World,” 364 and 365. 
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humorous object that is highly visible and recognizable to those familiar with general 

Internet culture. 

Because memes (like every other type of post on the Internet) are constantly 

competing for attention, “only memes suited to their sociocultural environment spread 

successfully, while others become extinct.”70 This means that memes must not only 

exhibit a particular relevance to an audience, but also be interesting or humorous enough 

to gain the attention over all the other memes which take aim at the same subject. As 

already noted in the introduction, social movement participants have utilized 

memeification in a number of non-sexualized ways. The point here is not to say that 

memes are inherently sexual, but that combining the highly visible character of sex with 

the high recognizability of memes is a particularly useful way to gain massive attention.  

 Based on this discussion, it is clear that influencer and meme cultures online are 

also undergirded by the postfeminist sensibility. For influencers, the personal choice to 

turn the camera on oneself and take a sexually alluring photo is not only an example of 

female agency, but one of empowerment –– either to indulge in narcissistic pleasures, 

approval from others, or to claim financial power via corporate sponsorships. Cat 

Mahoney also argues that “by posting photographs of their fitness or beauty routine, users 

can demonstrate their commitment to the ‘endless work on the self’ required for 

neoliberal subjectivity,” thereby demonstrating participation in Gill’s “makeover 

 
70 Shifman, “Memes in a Digital World,” 364 and 365. 
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paradigm.”71 For meme-makers, even if they do not acquire economic benefits like 

influencers do, they nonetheless rely on irony and knowingness in the construction of 

their jokes and receive pleasure from the likes and shares their memes accrue. 

Because social media is a widely available tool unbeholden to traditional mass 

media standards of decorum, this new technology has a link to the three novel elements 

of SDA discussed earlier. Individuals can now produce explicit context, typically directed 

at themselves through their personal accounts, without facing the same consequences that 

journalists or other members of the mass media might. Additionally, while only certain 

types of women are granted visibility through the mass media, anyone can sign-up for a 

social media account and post sexy photos of themselves. Even if they are not necessarily 

guaranteed virality, the accessibility alone tends to make images on social media more 

diverse than corporate-owned media forums.  

While this discussion so far puts the sexualization of overall Internet culture into 

perspective, it does not shed light on why social media users have chosen specifically to 

sexualize activism. If individuals can already achieve pleasure or capital in the attention 

economy through sexy selfies and memes on social media, why connect it to politics at 

all? The answer ––indeed, the final piece of this puzzle–– lies in the proliferation of 

“woke-washing” online. 

 
71 Cat Mahoney, “Is This What a Feminist Looks Like? Curating the Feminist Self in the Neoliberal Visual 
Economy of Instagram Feminist Media Studies (2020): 3. 
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SOCIOCULTURAL INFLUENCES: WOKE-WASHING AND THE APPROPRIATION OF ANTI-
RACIST ACTIVISM 

 The final factor which has influenced the rise of SDA is the popularization of 

“wokeness.” The term “woke” generally refers to one being conscious of issues 

pertaining to social justice, but this overarching definition divorces the slang from its 

roots in African American communities. Tracing the earliest examples to the beginning 

of the 20th century, Aja Romano explains that being or becoming woke “revolve[s] 

around the idea of Black consciousness ‘waking up’ to a new reality or activist 

framework” in which “Black Americans’ need to be aware of racially motivated threats 

and the potential dangers of white America.”72  

Although “staying woke” has been a “hallmark of socially-minded Black social 

media [for years],” the concept of “wokeness” has only recently “crossed over onto the 

broader, whiter internet.”73 Specifically, the popularization and subsequent co-optation of 

wokeness can be directly linked to the development of the Black Lives Matter movement 

circa 2013. During this time, not only were the murders of Trayvon Martin and Michael 

Brown highly publicized in the mass media, but social media allowed for the direct 

expression of Black grief and outrage. As mentioned previously, social media has 

allowed for new levels of connectivity where individuals are exposed to diverse 

experiences without traditional mass media serving as an intermediary. As a result, when 

Black Americans utilized both the #BlackLivesMatter and the #StayWoke hashtags to 

 
72 Aja Romano, “A History of ‘Wokeness,’” Vox, October 9, 2020, 
https://www.vox.com/culture/21437879/stay-woke-wokeness-history-origin-evolution-controversy.    
73 Charles Pulliam-Moore, “How ‘Woke’ Went from Black Activist Watchword to Teen Internet Slang,” 
Splinter January 8, 2016, https://splinternews.com/how-woke-went-from-black-activist-watchword-to-teen-
int-1793853989.  
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spread information and galvanize support, non-Black people were able to see the harsh 

realities of anti-Blackness in a truly unfiltered way. In other words, Black activists’ use of 

social media played a key role in “waking up” the rest of the nation to contemporary 

racial injustice.  

While newly increased attention to the oppression of Black Americans is 

favorable, like third-wave feminism de-radicalizing into postfeminism, the concept of 

wokeness was also de-contextualized from its original meaning on multiple fronts as it 

was assimilated into mainstream (white) culture. In particular, wokeness was separated 

from its connection to anti-Black oppression and appropriated into other areas of social 

justice. For example, one may be considered woke for simply recycling or asking for 

others’ pronouns. While of course all issues of social justice intersect and caring for the 

environment or LGBTQ rights can help the Black community, these actions are so 

indirect that anyone can appropriate the language of wokeness without actually 

dedicating themselves to anti-racist efforts specifically.  

Additionally, as individuals seek to become woke in any way they can, advertisers 

have subsequently attempted to capitalize on this attention to wokeness. It is not only 

beneficial to appear woke, but appearing unwoke or apolitical can be detrimental to a 

brand’s social capital, as consumers may cease association with or support for products 

and services that do not meet unspecified standards of wokeness (a phenomenon 

colloquially referred to as “cancel culture”).74 In the context of neoliberal capitalism, this 

 
74 See for example: Aja Romano, “Why We Can’t Stop Fighting about Cancel Culture,” Vox, December 
30, 2019, https://www.vox.com/culture/2019/12/30/20879720/what-is-cancel-culture-explained-history-
debate.    
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means that brands potentially face losing massive profits if they cannot gain and sustain a 

woke image. Consequently, “advertising agencies ––dominated by highly paid white 

men–– have suddenly somehow reinvented themselves as advocates of feminism, anti-

racism, LGBTIQ rights, ‘conscious’ fashion, and the promotion of plant-based diets.”75 

Francesca Sobande has termed the co-optation and commodification of wokeness by 

brands “woke-washing,” where these companies “attempt to market themselves as being 

concerned with issues of inequality and social injustice, including in ways that involve 

stereotypical representations, particularly when the brand’s actions do not indicate any 

sustained commitment to addressing such matters of injustice.”76  

More relevant to this thesis, recall that many individuals on social media view and 

present themselves as brands. Consequently, woke-washing is present not only at the 

corporate level but the individual as well. In order to gain and/or sustain attention in a 

time where wokeness is a hot topic, influencers and other social media users attempt to 

prove their wokeness by posting about issues of social justice in addition to their usual 

content. So, if one bases their brand on sex appeal or raunchy humor, they simply 

incorporate wokeness into the already existing brand.  

CHAPTER CONCLUSION 
The aim of this chapter has been to trace the development of SDA. What sets 

sexualized politics in 2020 apart from other historical examples is the explicit nature of 

 
75 Akane Kanai and Rosalind Gill, “Woke? Affect, Neoliberalism, Marginalised Identities and Consumer 
Culture,” New Formations: A Journal of Culture/Theory/Politics (2020): 3. 
76 Francesca Sobande, “Woke-Washing: ‘Intersectional’ Femvertising and Branding ‘Woke’ Bravery,” 
European Journal of Marketing 54, no. 11 (2019): 2740. 
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the sexual rhetoric, the perpetuation by ordinary individuals instead of mass media or 

corporate forces, and the inclusion of slightly more diverse bodies. I link these new shifts 

to three influences, where postfeminism is the ideology that sanctions sexual 

presentations, woke-washing is the motivator to connect these presentations to politics, 

and social media is the technological vehicle through which these images are spread and 

popularized.  
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CHAPTER 3 

TYPOLOGY 

 

The media has become the key site for defining codes of sexual conduct. It 
casts judgement and establishes the rules of play. 

 
––Angela McRobbie77 

 
There are a number of ways that activism is sexualized online. This chapter aims 

to delineate these currently unorganized methods by proposing a typology based on data 

gathered during 2020. Through my analysis of various social media posts, I argue that 

there are at least four overarching categories of SDA. These types are not mutually 

exclusive, and many of the following artifacts will inevitably fit more than the one 

category I ultimately placed them in. Moreover, this examination will make evident the 

shifts in SDA described in the previous chapter, as all of the following artifacts are either 

explicit, self-directed, diverse, or some combination of the three.  

 My method for gathering these artifacts was based on a participant-observer 

model.  Through my consistent engagement with politically active social media content, I 

immersed myself in this online culture for an extended period of time and, using the 

media literacy I developed as a result, flagged key examples that are representative of 

SDA. In choosing which artifacts to incorporate into this thesis, I intentionally included 

examples from both high-profile accounts with thousands of likes and ordinary accounts 

with only a handful of likes. My aim in doing so is to demonstrate that the current use of 

 
77 McRobbie, “Post‐Feminism and Popular Culture,” 258. 
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SDA is pervasive and impartial –– it is neither an uncommon occurrence nor merely a 

niche activity for the socially affluent.  

TYPE I: LURE 
In the lure approach, social media users employ sex appeals to seduce others into 

engaging in activism. In its most basic form, the lure is merely an attention-grabber 

where sexually charged content is posted in order to draw the attention of viewers. Most 

often, this is accomplished by publishing a revealing or suggestive photo of an attractive 

young woman which aims to draw viewers’ eyes. Once the post is clicked on and the 

thumbnail expands to show the entire post, the sexy photo is followed by an unrelated 

political message. 

 As one of the most common method of SDA, the lure has been employed by 

many women online for a variety of causes, such those featured in Chapter 1. Recall that 

in Figure 3, Lili Reinhart made a call to action for Breonna Taylor on a photo of her 

“sideboob.” The photo and caption together serve as lure because, as followers are 

quickly scrolling through their Instagram feed, seeing a flash of nudity is likely to catch 

their eye. Rather than resuming their passive scrolling, it is more probable that they will 

return to the post to see the photo up close. Only then, after being lured by Reinhart’s 

arousing image, will they take the time to read the caption and, perhaps, be motivated to 

take action.  

Similarly in Figure 4, Instagram influencer Tatyana Ali requested that her 

followers call The Jefferson County Commonwealth’s Attorney on behalf of Breonna 
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Taylor under the initial guise that the phone number is hers and she is looking for “cute 

singles” to contact her. While this photo is notably less explicit than Reinhart’s, there is 

still a clear understanding that the photo will be viewed as alluring, with viewers 

excitedly reaching for their cell phones to call the attractive woman before realizing the 

post is really a request to mobilize.  

Of course, celebrities and popular influencers were not the only content creators 

to employ the lure. In fact, many ordinary women with relatively small platforms can also 

be found using sexually charged visuals on Instagram to draw attention for a political 

purpose. For example, in Figure 5 @itsalistupid posted a topless photo followed by a 

lengthy caption regarding the importance of voting in the 2020 presidential election. 

Likewise, Figure 6 features a photo of @daracochran leaning towards the camera 

exposing her cleavage and urging her followers to vote. Though these posts only 

accumulated 306 and 154 likes respectively, the use of the “now that I have your 

attention” hashtag suggests that the women aimed to reach a wider audience than their 

usual followership and intended to use sex appeals to do so.  

Taken together then, this group of artifacts demonstrate the novel elements of 

2020 SDA. Whereas Reinhart and @itsalistupid exhibit nudity, @daracochran explicitly 

highlights her chest. As a woman of color, Ali’s participation and popular reception 

confirms the acceptance of at least some degree of diversity and deviance from 

Eurocentric beauty. Finally, all four women clearly take a self-directed stance, relying on 

the agency afforded by social media to control what images of themselves will be 

dispersed online, as well as the connotations that should be assumed from them.  
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Figure 5: Instagram Post by @itsalistupid 

 
78 @itsalistupid, Instagram Post, September 23, 2020, https://www.instagram.com/p/CFdk_JsF9NN/. 
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Figure 6: Instagram Post by @daracochran 

 
79 @daracochran, Instagram Post, September 26, 2020, https://www.instagram.com/p/CFmhz6HFMcl/. 
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However, the lure need not always include visual elements. Sometimes, sexual 

language is used as a buzzword to attract an audience’s attention. For example, Figures 7 

and 8 are both posts from Twitter. The former, published on August 14, 2020 by 

@quakerraina reads: “sorry I can’t cum [right now;] it’s not you. I’m just so worried 

about the USPS.” The latter, published on August 16, 2020 by @dontforget_dre states: 

“If you wanna kiss the WAP you gotta buy me a sheet of usps hip hop stamps,” (WAP is 

an acronym for “Wet Ass Pussy” that was popularized in 2020 by rappers Cardi B and 

Megan Thee Stallion in their hit single of the same name). Whether intentionally strategic 

or not, the tweeters’ inclusion of the words “cum” and “WAP” at the beginning of their 

posts serve as lures. Just as a flash of nudity is more likely to break through mental 

barriers associated with information overload, so too is explicit language. Rather than dry 

or boring posts, it is more plausible that text-only artifacts like these will be successful in 

spreading awareness of the USPS’ potential bankruptcy in 2020.  

On one hand, because @quakerraina only notes that she is “worried about the 

USPS” (so much so that it is preventing orgasm), anyone unaware of the mail service’s 

poor financial situation may be more inclined to research the problem and participate in 

efforts to help. On the other hand, @dontforget_dre takes a more direct approach. 

Without offering any indication that something is wrong, the post prioritizes tangible aid 

over consciousness-raising. Here, it is unimportant whether her audience is aware of the 

USPS’ danger or not, only that they are moved to purchase stamps –– either because they 

believe she is serious about offering sexual contact in exchange for doing so or simply 

because they enjoyed her joke and want to participate in the reification of a meme. 
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80 

Figure 7: Twitter Post by @quakerraina 

81 

Figure 8: Twitter Post by @dontforget_dre 

In these cases, both tweeters use explicit language and point to themselves as the 

objects of sexualization by using first-person communication cues (i.e., “I can’t cum,” 

and “You gotta buy me a sheet of stamps”).82 Based on her avatar image (assuming that 

she is not “catfishing”), the spectator is led to conclude that @quakerraina is a woman of 

color. 83 Although @dontforget_dre does not use an actual photograph of themselves for 

their profile, the tweet’s positive reference to WAP suggests that the poster, at minimum, 

 
80 @quakerraina, Twitter post, August 14, 2020, 2:44 PM, 
https://twitter.com/quakerraina/status/1294359373729239041. 
81 @dontforget_dre, Twitter post, August 16, 2020, 8:24 PM, 
https://twitter.com/dontforget_dre/status/1295169554511826944. 
82 Though WAP is technically censored, given the acronym’s cultural relevancy for being a controversial 
song about Black female sexual agency, I would argue that it is just as provocative (if not more so) as the 
fully spelled out word.  
83 “Catfishing” is a slang term that refers to the act of deceiving others online by pretending to be someone 
else. Usually, this involves posting photos of someone else and claiming them as one’s own.  
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is not off-put by the song’s declaration of Black female sexual agency –– perhaps 

suggesting that they, on some level, respect or value diversity. Thus, the three novel 

aspects of SDA can be found even in posts will little to no visual elements.   

 In more complex versions of the lure method, titillating content is not merely used 

as an attention-grabber but provides a reward for engaging in activism or a punishment 

for failing to do so. Concerning the former scenario, Figure 9 features Katie Simrell’s 

(@katiesimrell) viral tweet from April 24, 2020 where the cosplayer announced that she 

would be sending lewd photos of herself in a USPS themed cosplay to those who contact 

their representatives about saving the USPS and make purchases from the USPS store. 84   

85 

Figure 9: Twitter Post by @katiesimrell 
 

84 “Cosplay” is slang for “costume-play.” It is an activity where individuals adorn themselves in costumes 
and make-up to represent a fictional character.  
85 @katiesimrell, Twitter post, August 24, 2020, 11:01 AM, 
https://twitter.com/katiesimrell/status/1297927129057771520. 
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Conversely, Figure 10 is a screenshot of a now-deleted post by @marika.leila on 

Instagram. Though the photo appears to depict a woman suspended upside down by 

bondage rope, when the thumbnail is clicked on this image quickly flashes by and is 

replaced by a video of an activist giving a speech on the Black Lives Matter movement.86 

The caption on this post reads: 

Now that I have your attention… Dear followers, do not expect to see any 
new pictures of my white, skinny, cis-female ass in bondage until this post 
has gotten at least as much engagement as my usual posts. Like and react 
or start a discussion in the comments, share… anything to show you give a 
fuck about educating yourself and your peers about the reality of anti-
black racism in America and in the world *prayer hands emoji* White 
supremacy and white privilege is listening to someone tell you how your 
people have enslaved and turned their people “upside down and inside 
out” and standing up to make a comment about how you are scared of 
their “violent tone” or how you feel they are prejuice [sic] against you 
*pointing finger emoji* (DARVO is an acronym used to describe a 
common strategy of abusers. They abuser will: Deny the abuse, then 
Attack the victim for attempting to hold the abuser accountable; and claim 
that they, the abuser, are the real victim in the situation, thus Reversing the 
Victim and Offender.) #blacklivesmatter #amovementnotamoment 
#nowthatihaveyourattention 
 
Here, the lure functions a bit differently than the other visual examples. Whereas 

Reinhart’s and Ali’s sexualized self-presentations are given to their followers 

unconditionally and Simrell’s photos are released provided her followers donate to the 

cause, either way, the seductive content is readily available for others to consume. 

@marika.leila’s post, however, serves as a bait-and-trap, not only denying the full photo 

promised of the thumbnail but also denying new bondage photos if her followers do not 

engage in even a minimal level of activism to benefit Black Lives Matter.  
 

86 When I saw this post for the first time, I only saved the initial screenshot with intentions to go back to the 
post and retrieve details later. However, when I attempted to do so, I found the post had since been deleted. 
Unfortunately, I do not remember who the activist was or the specific content of the speech. 
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 87 

Figure 10: Instagram Post by @marika.leila  

88 

Figure 11: Instagram Account by @shibari.study 
 

87 Screenshot was taken from a now-deleted post by Instagram user @marika.leila in August 2020: 
https://www.instagram.com/marika.leila/  
88 @shibari.study, Instagram account, https://www.instagram.com/shibari.study/.  
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Although neither Simrell nor @marika.leila are women of color, the latter’s 

Instagram biography states she is a co-founder of Shibari Study, an online resource where 

users can purchase Shibari tutorials.89 After viewing the business’ Instagram account, it is 

clear that diversity, inclusion, and body positivity are strived for, as the page features 

bodies with a variety of shapes, sizes, and colors (see Figure 11). Moreover, both artifacts 

are explicitly sexual and such rhetoric is directed squarely at the women themselves. 

Therefore, all three novel elements of 2020 SDA are, at least somewhat, present in these 

artifacts as well.  

TYPE II: CONFLATION 

 In the conflation type, sex and activism are used as substitutes for one another. On 

one hand, this can be framed in positive terms, where sex is used as evidence for 

progressive politics (or vice versa). For example, Figures 12 and 13 depict 

@snowing.cocaine on Instagram at a Manchester Black Lives Matter rally holding a sign 

that reads: “I love black dick so you will hear me speak.”90 Here, the protester suggests 

that her sexual relations with Black men confers special status upon her as an automatic 

anti-racist co-conspirator with unique authority to speak, unlike non-Black allies who 

have not had sex with Black people. Thus, she conflates her sex life as a marker of 

authority or a status symbol within the movement.        

 
89 “Shibari” refers to the Japanese art of bondage. 
90 Despite this example originating from the United Kingdom, I am including it in this thesis because Black 
Lives Matter is an American movement. Moreover, though @snowing.cocaine did physically attend the 
protest, by posting the photo online with the Black Lives Matter hashtag a clear intent to reach a wide 
audience is demonstrated. This combined with the eventual virality of the photo (even being re-posted by 
American rapper 50cent) qualifies it as digital activism too.  
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91 

Figure 12: Instagram Post by @snowing.cocaine 

92 

Figure 13: Instagram Post by @50cent 

 
91 Screenshot was taken from a now-deleted post by Instagram user @snowing.cocaine in June 2020. The 
entire account has since been deleted, but more evidence can be found here: 
https://twitter.com/stephajn/status/1269340379142389760. 
92 @50cent, Instagram post, June 6, 2020, https://www.instagram.com/p/CBGTna_nUaf/. 
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Inversely, Figure 14 is a screenshot from Instagram business account 

@americahatesus, which is self-described as “thoughtful apparel for the 

disenfranchised.”93 In this image, a model is shown wearing a lacey black thong and 

pulling up her sweatshirt, exposing most of her torso, while looking seductively into the 

camera. The caption reads “hot girls hate racists *crossed arms emoji*” and states that 

the sweater pictured (which has “slap your local racist” printed on it) is available for 

purchase on the account’s shop website. Similar to the previous example, conflation 

happens here by suggesting that all attractive women automatically have progressive 

politics, or that all women with progressive politics are inherently sexually attractive.  

94 

Figure 14: Instagram Post by @americahatesus 
 

93 @americahatesus, Instagram biography, https://www.instagram.com/americahatesus/. 
94 @americahatesus, Instagram post, March 9, 2021, https://www.instagram.com/p/CMNdnUyglNo/?utm.  
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Both of the above positively-framed examples of conflation demonstrate all three 

of the new shifts in SDA. Despite differences in whether the explicitness of the post is 

visual or through language, both women are self-presented as active agents choosing to 

portray themselves in a sexualized manner and, in one way or another, deviate from 

traditional beauty standards –– whereas the @americahatesus model is (presumably) a 

woman of color, @snowing.cocaine has average body proportions rather than an 

especially thin figure. 

 On the other hand, conflation can be framed in negative terms as well. For 

example, in Figure 15 @AshleeTho23 tweets: “It’s glaringly obvious that the men who 

complain about not being able to breathe in a mask have never gone down on a woman 

long enough for her to finish.” @softbens then responds: “who says they went down on a 

woman at all [?]”  

 95 

Figure 15: Twitter Post by @AshleeTho23 
 

95 @AshleeTho23, Twitter post, July 1, 2020, 5:08 PM, 
https://twitter.com/AshleeTho23/status/1278450373104144386. 
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In this tweet, the posters use anti-maskers’ poor sense of social responsibility as proof 

that their sex life is either unfulfilling or nonexistent. However, whether the purpose of 

this conflation is to simply poke fun at anti-maskers or to shame them into wearing a 

mask is unclear.  

Negatively framed conflation also was present throughout grassroots presidential 

election rhetoric. Figure 16 depicts one of many selfies published under the hashtag 

#StopTheDonald. In this particular post, Instagram user @khelsie.xo is shown displaying 

her cleavage and a face mask with the words “STD: Stop the Donald. Don’t let the 

infection spread” emblazoned on it.  

 96   

Figure 16: Instagram Post by @khelsie.xo 
 

96 @khelsie.xo, Instagram post, August 11, 2020, https://www.instagram.com/p/CDw3bZRgjK5/. 
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This message conflates that the need for safe sex practices to prevent sexually transmitted 

diseases is akin to the need for “safe votes” for the Democratic party to prevent the 

spread of Republican policies in the country.  

Although @khelsie.xo’s is an ordinary Instagram account with little engagement, 

rhetoric like this was not uncommon. For example, Figure 17 depicts a viral meme that 

reads: “[Election day] feels like the whole country is waiting for an STD test result.” 

While this meme was likely shared by thousands of Internet users among different 

platforms, this particular instance is special because it was re-posted by High Fidelity 

actress Zoë Kravitz, who boasts an Instagram following of six million, thereby 

illustrating the especially wide-reaching potential of SDA.  

 97 

Figure 17: Instagram Story by @zoeisabellakravitz 
 

97 Lian Brooks, “Jennifer Lawrence Running and Screaming About Biden’s Victory Is What We Need to 
See This Monday,” ELLE, November 9, 2020, https://www.elle.com/uk/life-and-
culture/culture/a34571315/celebrities-react-election/.  
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 Because social media is a site primarily for users to project positive images of 

themselves, negatively-framed conflation is less likely to be self-directed, but, these 

artifacts nonetheless exhibit the other two characteristics of new SDA. Diversity and 

body positivity can be accounted for with the latter figures, as Kravitz is a woman of 

color and @khelsie.xo has a full figure. Furthermore, while @AshleeTho23 and 

@softbens are not easily identifiable, their conversation is explicit in that it avoids 

innuendo as the two clearly and openly discuss cunniligus on a public platform. 

 In an especially fruitful example, both types of conflation (as well as visual and 

textual lures) can be seen in Figure 18 from @bunnylogan on Instagram. On November 

3, 2020, the user posted a photo where viewers initially see an attractive woman wearing 

a black thong, her back facing the camera, and a pouty expression looking over her 

shoulder. Upon clicking the photo, the caption reads: “Now that I have your attention: 

Ain’t nobody got time for that little dick energy. Bring that BIG DICK ENERGY and 

fucking vote!” In this instance, not only is the imagery explicitly sexual, as her exposed 

buttocks work to draw one’s eyes to the photo, but the language as well.   

 Not only does @bunnylogan use her body as an attention-grabber, she also 

employs the “big dick energy” meme to encourage voter participation in the 2020 

presidential election. First popularized in 2018, the phrase “big dick energy” is used to 

indicate that someone has an ambience of humble self-assuredness about them. 

Conversely, “little dick energy” or “small dick energy,” represents someone who acts 
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overbearingly proud to imitate big-dick-havers and mask underlying insecurity.98 These 

contrasting “energies” refer to the cliché that penis size impacts a cis-man’s confidence 

and ability to socialize with potential mates. In this myth, a man with a large penis does 

not need to try too hard to impress his romantic/sexual partners because he knows his 

naturally large phallus is impressive enough on its own. Men with small penises, 

however, tend to overcompensate for their lack of natural endowment and end up 

behaving in ways that are unauthentic and annoying.  

99 

Figure 18: Instagram Post by @bunnylogan 
 

98 Alex Abad-Santos and Constance Grady, “How Big Dick Energy Explains Modern Masculinity,” Vox, 
June 27, 2018, https://www.vox.com/culture/2018/6/27/17506898/big-dick-energy-explained.   
99 @bunnylogan, Instagram post, November 3, 2020, https://www.instagram.com/p/CHIuhjSlJcp/. 
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Ultimately, then, this conflation meme rhetoric potentially serves to shame non-

voters (cis-men in particular) by associating them with unattractive stereotypes. If one 

wants to distance themselves from this unlovable image and impress women as alluring 

as @bunnylogan, they need only perform their civic duty and vote. While her status a 

thin white woman prevents this post from meeting the diversity element of new SDA, it is 

nonetheless explicit and self-directed.  

Finally, sex can also be conflated with activism itself, rather than just the politics 

behind a political project. In these cases, political engagement is viewed as a substitute 

for, or sometimes better than, sex. For example, Figures 19 and 20 depict a popular motto 

seen in a variety of protest signs throughout 2020 that declare: “Yeah, sex is cool/good 

but have you ever fucked the system?”  

100 

Figure 19: Instagram Post by @x__ine 

 
100 Screenshot was taken from an Instagram story in June 2020 that re-posted the original photo from 
Instagram user @x__ine: https://www.instagram.com/x__ine/. 
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101 

Figure 20: Photo by Clay Banks 

Phrased in this way, acts of resistance are framed as “cooler” than sex. This could be 

interpreted literally (that others are impressed by those who engage in such acts) or 

figuratively (such that the emotional pleasure of fighting injustice is superior to the 

physical pleasures of sex.) 

 Again, notice the explicitly sexual language used and the participation of women 

of color. While an argument could be made that the rhetoric is not necessarily self-

directed, based on the interrogative format of the motto, it is reasonable to assume that 

the question is posed only by those who have both fucked the system and have had sex. 

By holding such a sign these women signify expertise in both activities, and therefore 

claim to be trustworthy sources the viewer can reference in determining which activity is 

 
101 Clay Banks, “Woman Holds Up Sign at the Black Lives Matter Protest in Washington DC,” Unsplash, 
June 8, 2020, https://unsplash.com/photos/I2MgvDFm0u4.  
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better. Thus, despite the second-person language, the sign holders still implicitly assign 

sexual value to themselves before anyone else.   

TYPE III: FETISHIZATION 
In the third approach to SDA, social media users fetishize a person or class of 

people in the name of a social movement. For example, Figure 21 is a screenshot of a 

now-deleted post originally published on Instagram by Victoria Moore 

(@officialvictoriamoore). The photo shows the influencer at a Black Lives Matter protest 

in downtown Los Angeles holding a sign that reads: “Stop shooting[,] I want mixed 

kids.” In this case, Moore engages in woke-washed fetishization by implying that Black 

(presumably) cis-men’s lives are worthy of solidarity and protection because they can 

impregnate her with bi-racial children.  

 102 

Figure 21: Instagram Post by @officialvictoriamoore 
 

102 Screenshot was taken from a now-deleted post by Instagram user @officialvictoriamoore in June 2020. 
More evidence can be found here: https://twitter.com/alexisisbestest/status/1269663130964987905.  
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This third approach may also be used in the psychoanalytic sense of the term. In 

his Three Essays on Sexuality, Sigmund Freud theorized fetishism as the attribution of 

special powers or value to an object.103 In this form, inanimate entities may be associated 

with the sexuality of others or even anthropomorphized entirely into attractive pseudo-

humans. For example, on August 7, 2020 @BonniePuns tweeted: “We must sexualize the 

USPS in order to save it [from bankruptcy].” The tweet, shown in Figure 22, 

subsequently inspired a number of SDA posts online such as a viral Tik Tok of a young 

woman twerking104 on a mailbox to WAP (Figure 23) and drawings of scantily-clad 

women in USPS uniforms (also Figure 22).  

105  

Figure 22: Twitter Post by @BonniePuns 
 

103 Sigmund Freud, Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality: The 1905 Edition (Verso Books, 2017). 
104 “Twerking” refers to a dance that primarily involves shaking one’s hips and buttocks. It is not inherently 
sexual, but is often taken that way. In this case, the fact that the Tik Toker purposefully referred to 
@BonniePuns’ tweet before twerking shows an intention to be taken sexually.  
105 @BonniePuns, Twitter post, August 7, 2020, 10:22 PM, 
https://twitter.com/BonniePuns/status/1291937908664852480.  
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106 

Figure 23: Tik Tok by @sietesays 

By associating the USPS with playful sexual expression, these posts encourage 

their audiences (mostly comprised of young women) to participate the collective effort. 

To do so, consumers need only make purchases from the USPS, such as the mail-carrier 

bag seen in @sietesays’ Tik Tok (Figure 23). Moreover, they may further contribute to 

the cause by utilizing those purchases in the creation of new SDA posts that add to the 

larger body of memes.  

 
106 @sietesays, Tik Tok post, August 17, 2020, 
https://www.tiktok.com/@sietesays/video/6862112641318456582. 
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 2020 also saw a highly popular example of fetishization that was both racially 

fixated and anthropomorphized. In late January 2020, anonymous 4chan users began the 

now-viral meme known as “Corona-chan,” where a humanoid coronavirus is depicted in 

explicit drawings as a curvy Asian woman with bat wings and a red qipao dress.107 Often, 

she is characterized as a suspicious character who uses her sexuality to convince the 

(implied male) viewer to ignore health precautions and fool them into exposing 

themselves to her disease. Figures 24 and 25 depict instances of the meme featuring 

Corona-chan asking the viewer to remove their mask and begging them to travel with her, 

respectively. Using sexuality as an analogy, the memes acknowledge that COVID-19 

safeguards are challenging to keep up long term, but aim to remind others that they must 

avoid the temptations of resuming pre-quarantine activities for the health and safety of 

society as a whole. 

Although it is difficult to know for certain whether these illustrations are drawn 

by men or women ––and thus conclude whether they represent traditional objectification 

by men or postfeminist sexual subjectification by women–– other examples of the meme 

demonstrate female participation. For example, Figure 26 depicts two (presumed) young 

women cosplaying as Corona-chan and a sexy nurse. The two are posed in a promiscuous 

manner as the Corona-chan character begins to lift up the nurse’s dress and the latter 

looks naively into the camera, likely unaware of Corona-chan’s intentions. 

 
107 “Corona-chan,” Memes, Know Your Meme, last modified May 2021, 
https://knowyourmeme.com/memes/corona-chan. 
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108 

Figure 24: Illustration from Know Your Meme 

109 

Figure 25: Illustration from Know Your Meme 
 

108 “Corona-chan,” Memes, Know Your Meme, last modified May 2021, 
https://knowyourmeme.com/photos/1798215-corona-chan. 
109 “Corona-chan,” Memes, Know Your Meme, last modified May 2021, 
https://knowyourmeme.com/photos/1721761-corona-chan. 
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 110 

Figure 26: Photograph from Know Your Meme 

Lastly, I propose one further sub-category of fetishization that I refer to as 

“fantasy,” in reference to an idealized, often impossible, sexual narrative. In these cases, 

social media users publicly air sexual daydreams of famous political figures online. This 

aims to work in the service of a political project by associating activists with sexiness or 

coolness. In Figure 27 @unascertainabl_ tweets: “Malcolm X woulda had my ass tooted 

up in the colored bathroom.” In response, @adonijahd adds: “I woulda took Angela 

Davis ass all up n thru deh lol.”  

Based on the first tweet alone, there is at least reasonable doubt that 

@unascertainabl_ may not be specifically looking to sexualize activism and is merely 

 
110 “Corona-chan,” Memes, Know Your Meme, last modified May 2021, 
https://knowyourmeme.com/memes/corona-chan/photos.  
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commenting on Malcolm X’s particular attractiveness. Given @adonijahd’s reply that 

also mentions a famous activist (along with others in the thread), however, it becomes 

clear that the focus of these fantasies are Black revolutionaries. If this is the case, at least 

part of what makes these figures sexy is not just their physical good looks, but their 

political positions. Although the Civil Rights movement has long been over in the United 

States, Angela Davis is still alive and working with the Black Lives Matter movement. 

Thus, while the desire to have sex with these figures is obvious, a deeper assumption 

lying in-between the lines of this exchange suggests that some political positions are 

timelessly sexy. 

111 

Figure 27: Twitter Post by @unascertainabl_ 

 In a slightly different manifestation, the fantasy may not include the poster at all. 

For example, Figure 28 is a screenshot from October 13, 2020 posted by Instagram meme 

account @lethal_lesbian. The photo depicts the now-infamous presidential debate 

moment where candidate Joe Biden asked former president Donald Trump “Will you shut 
 

111 @unascertainabl_, Twitter post, September 21, 2020, 10:25 PM, 
https://twitter.com/unascertainabl_/status/1308246007780708354. 
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up man?” followed by a photoshopped image of the two kissing. The caption reads: 

“AHAVSVSBS THE SEXUAL TENSION BETWEEEN THEM *monkey covering it’s 

face emoji* *crying emoji.*”112   

113 

Figure 28: Instagram Post by @lethal_lesbian 

 
112 A “key smash” online is used to denote uproarious laughter.  
113 @lethal_lesbian, Instagram post, October 13, 2020, https://www.instagram.com/p/CGSty1whmtG/.  
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In this case, @lethal_lesbian fantasizes about the politicians being sexually involved, 

without suggesting that they personally feel attraction to either Biden or Trump, 

fetishizing gay male relationships in the process. It is unclear, however, whether this 

meme is intended solely as a joke, poking fun at cultural “enemies to lovers” tropes in 

media, or whether the creator meant to offer some larger commentary on American 

politics –– perhaps that polarization and partisanship can be remedied with sex or love.  

Throughout these examples it is obvious how fetishization exhibits explicitness 

and diversity from white-centeredness. The sexy drawings of Corona-chan and fantasies 

of Black revolutionaries alone demonstrate both the openness of sexual discourse in 

political discourse as well as the (modest) acceptance of non-white and non-thin bodies. 

Moreover, though fetishization is inherently other-oriented (i.e., one requires an object of 

fetishization separate from themselves to be sexually satisfied), the character of this 

approach more often than not requires an implicit reference to self. For instance, while 

Moore (Figure 21) makes Black cis-men the object of her fetishization, in doing so she 

also sexualizes herself because Black men alone cannot create bi-racial children. 

Therefore, she reveals her desire to have sexual intercourse with them. 

TYPE IV: TOURISM 
Finally, the tourism approach to SDA is the least explicit and most overlapping of 

all the types. Here, social media users of all kinds, but especially celebrities or 

influencers with large followings, participate in a movement in ways that are akin to 

advertising. Typically, this entails actions such as overdressing for a protest, but can 
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include a number of other actions. While the individual may or may not be wearing 

particularly revealing clothing or holding signs with graphic language, they are 

nonetheless dressed in sexy clothing ill fit for constant walking and are overly focused on 

photo-opportunities. In this way, they are “touring” what it is like to be an activist. 

One popular example of this phenomenon can be seen in Figure 29 where 

Instagram influencer Kris Schatzel (@rusabnb) went viral online after participating in a 

Black Lives Matter rally in downtown Los Angeles. In a photo from June 5, 2020, the 

self-described “influencer/ youtuber/ model” is seen holding a basic “Black Lives 

Matter” sign wearing a black maxi dress and heeled boots.114 Although the post itself 

appears mundane, other protesters in attendance were upset to see the woman parading on 

the sidelines and jumping-in-and-out of the crowd with her personal photographer to 

achieve an attractive shot. After another attendee filmed a video of her behavior and 

posted it online with the caption “Stop treating the protests like Coachella pt. 17” (Figure 

30), Schatzel faced a flood of criticism accusing her of only attending the rally for clout. 

Given that the influencer has only posted this one politically motivated photo while the 

rest of her account content is almost exclusively bikini and underwear photos (see Figure 

31), it is understandable that many would draw this conclusion.  

 

 

 

 

 
114 Kris Schatzel (@rusabnb), Instagram biography, https://www.instagram.com/rusabnb/. 
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  115 

Figure 29: Instagram Post by @rusabnb 

 

116  
Figure 30: Twitter Post by @influencersinthewild 

 
115 Kris Schatzel (@rusabnb), Instagram post, June 5, 2020, 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CBEh6ULJvvW. 
116 Original tweet is now deleted. Screenshot from: https://i.redd.it/3nwad2jmia351.jpg. 
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117 
Figure 31: Instagram Account by @rusabnb 

Schatzel, however, was not the only tourist during 2020. As the summer 

continued, more and more influencers were discovered participating in this kind of SDA 

at the height of the Black Lives Matter revival. Sarah Manavis documents that photos and 

videos were shared online depicting: 

white influencers standing in front of looted stores, posing with protesters 
and pretending to march. Some even pretended to help rebuild destroyed 
shops. Others gleefully jumped in front of a camera, trying to capture a 
photo mid-air with police and military vehicles in the background. Many 
were wearing heavily styled clothes obviously unsuitable for actual 
protesting.118   
 

Figure 32 shows two of these examples, including a woman dressed in a stylish romper 

posing in front of a boarded store front and a woman wide-legged posing on a chair in the 

middle of the street.  
 

117 Kris Schatzel (@rusabnb), Instagram account, https://www.instagram.com/rusabnb/. 
118 Sarah Manavis, “The Influencers Using Anti-Racist Protests for Clout,” New Statesman, June 10, 2020, 
https://www.newstatesman.com/science-tech/social-media/2020/06/george-floyd-protests-white-
influencers-instagram-clout.   
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119 
Figure 32: Photographs from the New Statesman 

Again, though these tourists’ posts are not particularly explicit ––neither do these 

particular examples demonstrate diversity–– I nonetheless consider them a form of SDA 

because they are certainly self-directed and there is a clear desire to appear both attractive 

and woke. 

CHAPTER CONCLUSION 
The goal of this chapter has been to propose a typology of SDA based on the 

organization of various digital posts I collected throughout 2020. After analyzing these 

artifacts, I have concluded that there are at least four overarching ways that social media 

users sexualize activism: Through lures, conflation, fetishization, and tourism. Of course, 

these categories are not mutually exclusive and often overlap. In the next chapter, I take 

my analysis a step further by critiquing the overall practice of SDA.  

  

 
119 Manavis, “The Influencers Using Anti-Racist Protests for Clout.” 
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CHAPTER 4 

EVALUATION 

 

For the master’s tools will never dismantle the master’s house. They may 
allow us temporarily to beat him at his own game, but they will never 
enable us to bring about genuine change. 
 

––Audre Lorde120 

 
 In 1984, Black feminist poet and civil rights activist Audre Lorde pointed to “the 

erotic” as not only a source of sexual pleasure and individual joy, but a power capable of 

spawning social transformation and rectifying injustice. Without providing a 

straightforward or succinct definition, she writes that the erotic is “the lifeforce of 

women” –– “a resource within each of us that lies in a deeply female and spiritual plane, 

firmly rooted in the power of our unexpressed or unrecognized feeling.”121 Once tapped 

into, erotic feelings can be utilized via human connection as the sensual ––“those 

physical, emotional, and psychic expressions of… the passions of love”–– can “form a 

bridge between the sharers… lessen[ing] the threat of their difference” and providing “the 

energy to pursue genuine change within our world.”122 However, Lorde warns that 

“women so empowered are dangerous” and thus “in order to perpetuate itself, oppression 

must corrupt, distort, [and/or] suppress the erotic.”123 In doing so, “there are frequent 

attempts to equate pornography and eroticism, [despite being] two diametrically opposed 

 
120 Audre Lorde, “The Master’s Tools,” in Feminist Frontiers V, ed. Laurel Richardson Verta Taylor, and 
Nancy Whittier (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2001): 2. 
121 Audre Lorde, “Uses of the Erotic,” in Sexualities and Communication in Everyday Life: A Reader, ed. 
Karen E. Lovaas and Mercilee M. Jenkins (Sage, 2007): 89 and 87.  
122 Lorde, “Uses of the Erotic,” 89.  
123 Lorde, “Uses of the Erotic,” 88 and 87.  
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uses of the sexual.”124 Indeed, Lorde writes that, “pornography is a direct denial of the 

power of the erotic, for it represents… sensation without feeling.”125 

 Having thus traced the development of SDA and provided a typology of the ways 

it manifests online, this chapter seeks to evaluate the practice. As noted in Chapter 2, 

SDA stems from ethically questionable foundations, and this inherently compromises its 

ability to be useful for progressive politics. Initially, I consider the potential benefits that 

SDA can offer social movements, but then reveal how those potentials are limited. After, 

I show that this rhetoric is actually more of a liability because it participates in the very 

oppressive systems which progressive movements ought to oppose. In the end, I argue 

that despite the marginal advantages SDA may offer a movement, it is ultimately more 

damaging to justice politics in the long-run because it is located within the 

sensationalized realm of “the pornographic,” –– a corruption of true erotic power.126  

SEXUALIZED DIGITAL ACTIVISM’S EROTIC POTENTIAL 
 Like any rhetorical technique, SDA is polysemic in character and any one text 

may be endowed with a multitude of meanings. Though I will ultimately argue it is more 

harmful than helpful, this does not mean that SDA is completely void of merit. In fact, 

there are at least three ways in which it can potentially benefit a political or social 

movement.  

 
124 Lorde, “Uses of the Erotic,” p. 89. 
125 Lorde, “Uses of the Erotic,” p. 88. Emphasis added. 
126 This thesis does not intend to take an overarching stance against pornography as a whole. I use the term 
“pornographic” only to reference Lorde’s terminology of “the erotic” as dialectically opposed to “the 
pornographic.”  
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 First, as demonstrated among nearly all of the previous chapter’s artifacts, SDA is 

especially adept at increasing visibility. Indeed, advertising researchers have known for 

decades that “sexual appeals are attention getting, arousing, affect inducing, and 

memorable,” making them especially useful in highly-saturated media environments.127 

This is valuable to grassroots organizing because, as Tufekci notes: 

Attention is a key resource for social movements [because it] is the means 
through which a social movement can introduce and fight for its preferred 
framing, convince broader publics of its cause, recruit new members, 
attempt to neutralize opposition framing, access solidarity, and mobilize 
its own adherents… [whereas a] lack of attention is likely to smother a 
movement.128 
 

In other words, grassroots organizing cannot accomplish anything if no one knows or 

cares about it. While the advent of social media may have ruptured the traditional mass 

media’s monopoly on visibility and democratized the potential for ordinary individuals 

and movement organizers to reach large audiences on their own terms, it also resulted in 

widespread information overload. Despite our ability to access a variety of content, we 

still lack an ability to attend to all of it. Thus, garnering attention is no less indispensable 

to the growth and ultimate success of movements today than in the past.  

Once that attention is gained and the masses know about resistance efforts, that 

attention must be sustained and incentivized for them to care about it. In this way, SDA 

not only works to spread information, but to make audiences want to participate. Just as 

cigarette advertisements have framed smoking as an activity that cool, attractive people 

 
127 Tom Reichert, Susan E. Heckler, and Sally Jackson, “The Effects of Sexual Social Marketing Appeals 
on Cognitive Processing and Persuasion,” Journal of Advertising 30, no. 1 (2001): 13.  
128 Zeynep Tufekci, “‘Not This One:’ Social Movements, the Attention Economy, and Microcelebrity 
Networked Activism,” American Behavioral Scientist 57, no. 7 (2013): 849.  
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engage in, associating sexy, popular women with activism works to convince viewers 

that, if they want to be cool or achieve the same level of reverence online, they must 

demonstrate a commitment to progressive politics.129 While some audience members will 

consider these content creators role models worthy of imitation, others will be more 

concerned about making themselves appealing to them in the hopes of being the kind of 

person these women are attracted to. Either way, the trendy component of SDA should 

not be underestimated. 

Second, SDA can highlight the multivocal character of progressive protests. Since 

there are multiple intersecting systems which serve to oppress the marginalized, it is not 

uncommon for resistance to be intersectional too, as movements initially formed to 

address one injustice tend to incorporate elements of other liberatory politics as well. For 

example, while Black Lives Matter chiefly focuses on protecting Black people from 

white supremacist police brutality, because Black women, Black queer folx, and fat 

Black people are inherently part of the general Black population, feminism, queer de-

stigmatization, and body positivity are also important to consider in larger efforts to 

protect all Black lives from any unjust system which threatens them. In this sense, 

artifacts like Figure 10 may be viewed as attempts to include politics of female sexual 

liberation and/or kink-de-stigmatization into the movement. Indeed, because these groups 

represent the antithesis of hegemonic domination and are constantly looked down upon, 

 
129 See for example: Kara Kovalchik, “13 Vintage Commercials That Made Smoking Seem Irresistible,” 
Mental Floss, March 12, 2015, https://www.mentalfloss.com/article/61707/13-vintage-commercials-made-
smoking-seem-irresistible.  
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movements such as Black Lives Matter which center marginalized people’s safety should 

be open to a variety of nonconformist forms of expression.  

Finally, SDA has the potential to foster in-group solidarity between participants. 

Relationships are essential for Lorde’s conception of “the erotic as power.” While any 

individual may personally be in touch with their unexpressed feelings, it is only through 

sharing those emotions, forming rapport, and working collectively with others that 

greater social transformation can occur. This sentiment is echoed by feminist postcolonial 

philosopher Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, who argues that ethical social justice work is 

marked by “a recurring commitment to know the Other better.”130 Jana McAuliffe 

recounts the features of Spivak’s “space of responding,” or “answerability,” where: 

When one of us speaks, the other feels energized and wants to reply. This 
new friend is now someone I am connected to; I feel bound to their 
experiences in some way. This can be a joyful connection and it can be 
painful, but either way, it is vibrant. For some, this intimacy might take the 
shape of discussing their erotic lives, or their experiences with 
oppressions… Whatever the particulars, Spivak suggests that what is 
unique about this experience is that in wanting to connect, one not only 
wants to understand [but] be understood...131 
 

The italicized portion here illustrates that sexuality and injustice can be effective topics 

for nurturing relationships between people. In this sense, SDA combines both into one 

powerfully erotic rhetorical strategy.  

Black liberationists Frantz Fanon and Malcolm X once argued in defense of using 

violence for revolutionary purposes because a movement must work to end oppression 

 
130  Jana McAuliffe, “Ethical Openness in the Work of Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak,” Feminist Philosophy 
Quarterly 6, no. 2 (2020): 2. 
131 McAuliffe, “Ethical Openness,” p. 18. 
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“by any means necessary.”132 In this sense, SDA is just one of many means that can ––

and should–– be utilized if it can contribute to the broader goal of bringing about justice. 

Whether it be in the form of an influencer’s seductive selfie or a meme that uses sex as 

the punchline, eroticism is an effective way to capture attention, express multivocality, 

and develop solidarity, possibly in service of helping of resistance go viral. However, 

despite these considerations for its positive potential, SDA is ultimately a risky endeavor 

for progressive movements. I begin this argument by first revealing the limitations of the 

above-mentioned potentials, followed by a discussion of uniquely problematic 

implications.  

SEXUALIZED DIGITAL ACTIVISM’S EROTIC LIMITATIONS 
 In an interview with Buzzfeed News, Siete White (Figure 23) commented on the 

significance of her viral Tik Tok saying:  

I felt like it was the perfect time [to] make light of something that’s serious 
and also bring visibility to the issue in my own way… My main goal was to 
get people to know, hey this is something that’s happening.133  
 

Conversely, Lili Reinhart issued an apology for Figure 3 by tweeting: 

I’ve always tried to use my platform for good. And speak up about things 
that are important to me. I also can admit when I make a mistake and I 
made a mistake with my caption.134 

 
132 Frantz Fanon, Jean Khalfa, and Robert Young, Alienation and Freedom (Bloomsbury Publishing, 2018). 
Malcolm X, “By Any Means Necessary,” speech at the founding rally of the Organization of Afro-
American Unity, Black Past, June 28, 1964, https://www.blackpast.org/african-american-history/speeches-
african-american-history/1964-malcolm-x-s-speech-founding-rally-organization-afro-american-unity/.  
133 Tanya Chen, “Gen Z Are Both Joking and Very Serious About Sexualizing the USPS To Save The 
Agency from Being Defunded,” BuzzFeed News, August 22, 2020, 
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/tanyachen/gen-z-sexualizing-usps.   
134 Lili Reinhart (@lilireinhart), Twitter post, June 29, 2020, 6:55 PM, 
https://twitter.com/lilireinhart/status/1277752632795254786. 
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Similarly, Kris Schatzel (Figure 29) replied to critiques of her tourism with: “My 

intentions was [sic] never to disrespect the movement but to add to the movement the 

way that I know how.”135 

While the women’s responses vary in purpose and tone, they share a common 

concern to use their platforms in the service of increasing movement visibility. As I have 

demonstrated, SDA may be beneficial in several ways, but given these self-reports from 

artifact creators, it can be inferred that attention is the primary utility that SDA provides 

for a political movement. I have doubts, however, whether or not this attention is 

sufficiently useful for social change purposes.  

 First is the concern that SDA’s excellent ability to capture attention cannot serve 

just ends if that attention only gains likes and followers for the social media user and not 

the movement itself. Given artifacts which align with tourism (such as Figures 3, 4, 21, 

29, and 32) where the focus is primarily on the photo and the caption only adjacently 

mentions a political project, it is likely that at least some of the women who engage in 

SDA do so with compromised intentions to capitalize on a movement’s prominence in 

the national consciousness for personal gain in form of psychological, social, or financial 

rewards. While we cannot ever know an individual’s true objective, some evidence 

certainly lends credibility to such a guess. For example, @blackwomensday on Twitter 

points out that Reinhart originally just deleted the caption on Figure 3’s photo in response 

to criticism before deleting the post altogether, supposedly “prov[ing] she didn’t post it to 

 
135 Kris Schatzel (@rusabnb), Instagram post, June 5, 2020, 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CBEh6ULJvvW. 
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get attention for Breonna Taylor [but] just wanted a quirky caption, and used an innocent 

Black woman’s death to do [it].”136 Similarly, in cases like Figure 31, the lack of any 

other politically involved content on the account suggests that influencers like Schatzel 

only briefly participated in Black Lives Matter while it was trending during the summer – 

possibly to keep up with woke-washing or to avoid the social punishments of cancel 

culture but, regardless, for personal reasons. Importantly, this possibility does not 

disappear even in cases like Figures 7, 8, 15, 17, and 27 where the SDA memes were 

completely text-based. As Freud once argued: “The motive force for the production of 

innocent jokes is not infrequently an ambitious urge to show one’s cleverness, to display 

oneself –– an instinct that may be equated with exhibitionism.”137  

 Because SDA works to frame activism as cool, even if attention is more focused 

on the movement than the individual content creator, viewers adopting progressive 

politics because it is trendy rather than out of a genuine desire for justice is problematic. 

Without a deeper commitment to the values and work involved in serious political 

organizing, one’s engagement in collective action is at risk of swift decline or complete 

withdrawal as soon as a new trend comes along. Indeed, as Zeba Blay notes, because 

memes are inherently transient, subjecting movements to this rhetoric turns them into an 

abstraction without any real meaning.138 

 
136 @blackwomensday, Twitter post, June 29, 2020, 5:59 PM, 
https://twitter.com/blackwomensday/status/1277738565619908613.  
137 Sigmund Freud, Jokes and Their Relation to the Unconscious (WW Norton & Company, 1960): 175. 
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https://www.huffpost.com/entry/memes-breonna-taylor-arrest-the-cops_n_5efcf975c5b6acab284a93aa. 
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 Second, SDA does not seem to move beyond awareness or “consciousness 

raising.” Aside from artifacts 9, 14, and 23, there is little evidence that SDA can offer 

movements much material aid. Even in examples like Figure 4 which include action 

items such as calling one’s representatives, there is nothing to stop viewers from simply 

clicking away from the post as soon as they realize the caption is political. Although 

awareness and empathy are certainly necessary for justice work, this lack of a broader 

agenda with concrete goals effectively reduces activism itself to “spreading the message” 

and equates quick and easy online actions with true social and political engagement.139 

Even in cases like Figures 12, 19, 20, 21, and 29 where the SDA creator was physically at 

a protest, it’s important to remember that “mobilization is not organization.”140 Attention 

may be crucial for the survival of social movements, but it is only step one in a long 

process towards liberation.  

Sarah Banet-Weiser explains that this fixation on attention “fundamentally shift[s] 

politics of visibility so that visibility [itself] becomes the end rather than a means to an 

end.”141 Especially since all of the 2020 grassroots activity discussed in this project were 

already highly publicized throughout the mass and social media, it is questionable at best 

that SDA uniquely contributed to awareness raising. With or without sexy rhetoric 

serving as an entry point, news related to Black Lives Matter or the effects of COVID-19 
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on the presidential election and the USPS would nonetheless reach all Americans with 

access to any form of communications technology. After all, it is most likely that the 

SDA creators themselves learned about their respective political issues from ordinary, 

non-sexualized sources first. Overall, and regardless of intention, if SDA’s only utility is 

to raise awareness for a movement, it is sorely lacking in ability to do so if viewers 

simply gaze at suggestive photos without reading the caption, follow the individual 

instead of joining the movement, or have already heard about the political project 

elsewhere.  

Additionally, not only is SDA’s attention gathering limited in usefulness, but so is 

its ability to be multivocal and solidarity-fostering. Concerning the former, consider that 

@marika.leila’s bondage post from Figure 10 may be charitably read as an effort to 

support Black Lives Matter and de-stigmatize kink. While it is true that freedom for 

Black sexual minorities would imply freedom for all sexual minorities (including non-

Black people), this post ultimately seems unhelpful as it re-centers white female sexuality 

and derails the focus on Black lives.142 Despite its swift removal upon clicking, the 

thumbnail of a bonded white woman took up space in the #BlackLivesMatter hashtag 

meant for organizers and the caption’s insistence that followers must engage in discourse 

before new sexy photos would be uploaded implies that racial justice is not a worthwhile 

pursuit unless there is a titillating reward for it.  

 
142 Jane Gaines, “White Privilege and Looking Relations: Race and Gender in Feminist Film Theory,” 
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While I do not want to discount the importance of people having candid 

discussions about racial politics, it is unclear how this can happen in any meaningful way 

on an Instagram account with more than twelve thousand followers. In this way, SDA is 

also limited in its ability to foster in-group solidarity because social media (at least in the 

way its use has thus been established) is not conducive to vulnerably sharing deep 

feelings or intimately building relationships as described by Lorde. Here, @marika.leila’s 

post may be read as attempt to combine the topics of sexuality and oppression to create a 

Spivakian “space of responding,” but this is practically impossible to do on an erotic 

level with each of the thousands of individuals who interact with the post. Like the 

problem of information overload, we may have access to two-way communication with a 

variety of people online, but we do not necessarily have the ability to manage in-depth 

communication on such a large scale. Perhaps social media users with significantly 

smaller platforms may be able to have such interactions with their followings (though, it 

is still questionable that they do), but influencer SDA seems to inherently represent a 

“practice of spectacle [that] subvert[s] and derail[s] opportunities for empathetic 

discourse and social change.”143 At that point, sex appeals show little use outside of 

attention gathering, but what happens after that attention is gained is much more 

important to movement organizing.  

As I have tried to show here, although SDA has some marginal potential to 

positively benefit a movement, those advantages are limited in their ability to be truly 
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revolutionary or world-transforming. Sexual rhetoric may be able to attract attention, 

express multivocality, and foster solidarity, but non-sexualized rhetoric can also 

accomplish those goals. Thus, SDA does not seem to offer anything particularly unique 

or advantageous for progressive ends. In the next section, I continue my argument by 

discussing the ways in which SDA is not only less than useful, but actively detrimental to 

progressive politics.  

SEXUALIZED DIGITAL ACTIVISM’S PORNOGRAPHIC RISKS 
 Also in her interview with Buzzfeed News, White said that:  

As women we are taught by society that we only have value when we’re 
sexually desirable, [so] perhaps if we were to literally make the USPS 
sexy our government officials would finally determine it to be of value.144 
 

This quote sums up the overall risk of SDA: It reaffirms the very systems that progressive 

movements ought to oppose. First, because SDA is partially a product of postfeminism, it 

actively participates in patriarchy where “individual empowerment function[s] as a 

justification for a renewed objectification of female bodies” and “de-problematises [sic] 

our choices and lifestyles, even those that reproduce social inequalities, if they make us 

feel happy, empowered or free.”145 As Gill predicted, though she shows a clear feminist 

understanding that the objectification of women as sex objects is morally wrong, White 

nonetheless relies on this anti-feminist assumption to achieve high circulation of her 

message. Because hers is one of the few artifacts examined that resulted in significant, 
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tangible contributions to the cause, regardless of its ironic framing or not, White provides 

direct evidence to support the idea that women’s key power lies in being sexy. If 

patriarchy wants women to engage in sexually appealing performances, willfully doing so 

does nothing to threaten the larger hegemonic force under the surface. If this is true, then 

SDA is cannot be socially transformative.  

 Additionally, though this thesis has included a number of artifacts from women of 

color and a few from full-figured women ––thereby demonstrating one of the novelties of 

this moment in sexualized activism–– there are nonetheless clear patterns indicating 

which bodies are deemed attractive enough to be celebrated by viewers enough to make 

an SDA post go viral. Nearly every example which includes a photo or illustration of 

women are thin, toned, and/or have over exaggerated hips, breasts, and buttocks. The 

women of color are all light-skinned. All of the women who do exhibit larger body sizes 

are white. No one has visible blemishes, scars, or body hair. Most (if not all) are visibly 

wearing cosmetics. All of these women are young or conform to youthful aesthetics. 

Despite the postfeminist assertion that women are actively choosing to indulge in beauty 

for self-care purposes, this argument  

presents women as completely free agents, and cannot account for why, if 
we are just pleasing ourselves, the resulting valued ‘look’ is so similar—
hairless body, slim waist, firm buttocks, etc… [It also] avoids all the 
interesting and difficult questions about how socially constructed ideals of 
beauty are internalised [sic] and made our own.146 
 

 
146 Rosalind Gill, “From Sexual Objectification to Sexual Subjectification: The Resexualisation of 
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Indeed, though women are “free” to enjoy their beauty, sexual power, and enjoyment of 

humor “while participating in the play of popular culture[,]… this sense of play conforms 

most closely to Roland Barthes’ notion of plaisir,” where pleasure is derived from 

“identifying with, and submitting to, a text’s socially accepted (dominant) meanings” and 

thereby “conforming to the dominant ideology and the subjectivity it proposes.”147 

Thus, SDA also participates in patriarchy by reaffirming many of the beauty 

standards that have harmed women for the last several decades. Where repeated exposure 

to images like these have led to psychological effects such as chronic unhappiness and 

insecurity, women are also subjected to physical dangers from fad diets, skin lightening 

bleaches, or even botched plastic surgeries.148 While no handful of individuals should feel 

personally responsible for perpetuating these standards, at some point there must be a 

larger cultural conversation to resist them. Though a social movement should provide 

such an exact opportunity, because attention is the primary good that SDA seeks, the 

women who engage in it must abide by the rules set for them if they want to be noticed. 

In addition, despite postfeminism’s co-optation of third-wave politics, SDA is not 

sex positive in any appropriate way. On one hand, it glorifies sexual fulfillment above all 

else. For example, consider Figure 15. While many concerned Americans commented on 

the moral failing of anti-maskers to endure minor inconveniences during the COVID-19 
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pandemic, some felt that the real moral failing is the inability or unwillingness to engage 

in cunniligus. Similarly, in Figure 21, Moore places her own sexual desire above the 

natural human right for Black Americans to be safe from harm.   

On the other hand, SDA also has a tendency to stigmatize sexual diseases. Figures 

16 and 17 demonstrate clear disgust for STDs, thereby shaming those who are carriers. 

To compare Trump to an STD creates an unfair comparison between those who willingly 

choose to support the former president and those who were unknowingly infected with an 

illness. This either implies that Trump’s followers do not know better, or that carriers of 

STDs are just as offensive as reactionary politics. Given that STDs specifically were 

chosen for this metaphor instead of any other illness ––not even the coronavirus that 

Trump had direct responsibility to respond to–– the latter is scenario is much more likely. 

While few would make the comparison that “election day feels like waiting for cancer 

screening results,” there is no hesitancy to appeal to STDs, suggesting that there is 

cultural sanction to mock sexual diseases specifically. Again, perhaps this is because sex 

is over-glorified such that the inability to have casual sex is a marker of indignity worthy 

of humiliation.   

Of course, women are not the only people harmed by patriarchy, and SDA has a 

tendency to reinforce patriarchal values through its treatment of masculinity. For 

instance, though Figures 15 and 18 both aim to poke fun at toxic masculinity, they also 

rely on hegemonic beliefs and established power dynamics to do so, which work to 

legitimize certain aspects of it. In the former, by (presumably) attempting to use reverse-

psychology to shame male anti-maskers into wearing their masks and prove that they 
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can/do perform oral sex on women, there is an underlying assumption that men should 

only care about sex with women. Concerning the latter, despite the purported focus of the 

big dick energy meme on disposition rather than actual penis size, the meme nonetheless 

perpetuates a cultural preoccupation with the phallus and, again, makes the 

heteronormative assumption that men should want a large penis because it will help them 

have sex with women. Especially juxtaposed with a photo catered to the heterosexual 

male gaze, the artifact suggests that if the viewers are truly masculine enough (such that 

they find the photo attractive and/or have a large penis) then they will vote, locating the 

only qualifications for masculinity in stereotypes of heterosexual relations. Likewise, 

Figure 28’s meme may have only been created as a joke without any larger message, but 

doing so stigmatizes gay relationships as something to laugh at rather than be accepted as 

ordinary –– once again suggesting that any deviations from traditional masculinity are 

humorous. On the off-chance that the meme did intend to impart a deeper meaning that 

polarization ought to be combated with love, this places too much emphasis specifically 

on romantic and sexual love rather than communal love and solidarity with others.   

Clearly then, postfeminist woke-washing not only encourages self-objectification 

in the guise of empowerment, but also the objectification of others in the guise of sexual 

subjectivity and/or irony, including Figure 27. Here, @unascertainabl_’s tweet 

perpetuates stereotypes of Black men as “Bucks” –– “a hypersexualized Black male… 

[who] is believed to have had multiple sex partners, to possess a very high sex drive, and 

is consumed with sexual desire in the presence of women” such that he “refuses to even 
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attempt to control his insatiable sexual desires and urges,” even in public.149 It also 

degrades Malcolm X’s legacy as a leader for Black liberation to a porn trope and implies 

that a married man would engage in sexual relations outside of his monogamous 

marriage. Perhaps even more problematically, @adonijahd adds Angela Davis to the 

conversation, likely knowing that she is still alive. Of course, it is doubtful that Davis will 

see the tweet, and to an extent any well-known figure must endure hyper-sexualization by 

their fans at some point. But just because something is commonplace or may never reach 

the subject does not make it ethical.  

Second, patriarchy is not the only oppressive system that SDA participates in. 

Because it is also partially a product of gentrified wokeness and because female bodies 

are held to a specifically Eurocentric ideal, SDA also has close ties to white supremacy 

and racism. Two of the most obvious artifacts that engage in racist/xenophobic posturing 

are Figures 24 and 25. Though it is impossible to know the racial identity of Corona-

chan’s creator from 4Chan ––and thus know if the meme reflects white supremacy 

specifically or racism more generally–– the figure nonetheless relies on several 

stereotypes that endanger Chinese people (and, more broadly, anyone of East Asian 

likeness).  

On one hand, anthropomorphizing the virus as a Chinese person with bat wings 

perpetuates bigoted views that China, as senator John Cornyn from Texas once declared, 
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“is to blame for the virus because [it is a] culture where people eat bats and snakes and 

dogs and things like that.”150 Regardless if these Corona-chan illustrations were intended 

as ironic parodies of such rumors, given the surge in anti-Asian hate crimes since the 

spread of the COVID-19 pandemic, I would argue that now is a time to tread cautiously 

in humorous depictions of the Chinese to avoid downplaying the serious threats that 

Asian people are facing.151 On the other hand, portraying Corona-chan as a suspicious 

Chinese woman in particular, works to reaffirm tropes such as the “dragon lady” –– 

where an East Asian (often Chinese or Japanese) woman is characterized as “unfeeling, 

savage, sexual” and “will engage in seduction to get what she wants at any cost.”152 

Again, since we currently live in a moment where “sex addiction” and the desire to 

eliminate that temptation has been cited as an excuse for the murder of six Asian-

American women in Atlanta, it is crucial now more than ever that these racist, sexist 

clichés are wholeheartedly resisted.153  

In other cases, however, racism may not as obvious but is all the more sinister 

since it is supposed to be taken as a compliment. For example, consider Figures 12 and 

13. Referring to (presumably) Black cis-men as “Black dick” reduces them to an object – 

specifically, a sex object. But why, if the protester indeed “loves” Black men, would she 
 

150 Julian Shen-Berro, “Sen. Cornyn: China to Blame for Coronavirus, because ‘People Eat Bats,’” NBC 
News, March 18, 2020, https://www.nbcnews.com/news/asian-america/sen-cornyn-china-blame-
coronavirus-because-people-eat-bats-n1163431.  
151 Kimmy Yam, “New Report Finds 169 Percent Surge in Anti-Asian Hate Crimes During the First 
Quarter,” NBC News, April 18, 2021, https://www.nbcnews.com/news/asian-america/new-report-finds-
169-percent-surge-anti-asian-hate-crimes-n1265756. 
152 Joey Lee, “East Asian ‘China Doll’ or ‘Dragon Lady’?,” Bridges: An Undergraduate Journal of 
Contemporary Connections 3, no. 1 (2018): 3. 
153 Kimmy Yam, “Racism, Sexism Must be Considered in Atlanta Case Involving Killing of Six Asian 
Women, Experts Say,” NBC News, March 17, 2021, https://www.nbcnews.com/news/asian-
america/racism-sexism-must-be-considered-atlanta-case-involving-killing-six-n1261347. 
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dehumanize them in this way? This rhetoric exemplifies Fanon’s idea of Black men 

serving as “photogenic [or, fear-inducing,] objects” for white people.154 Psychoanalyst 

Derek Hook explains how ambivalence ––“the co-existence of contradictory affects 

and/or impulses” –– causes the phobic object to be a source of both paranoid anxiety and 

unconscious attraction where, in addition to feelings of disgust and hatred, “there seems 

also to be a set of positive, even idealising [sic] associations that… [there is] something 

quite alluring, something quite compelling or attractive about the hated object of 

racism.”155  

In response to criticism like this, @snowing.cocaine posted the following to her 

Instagram story: 

You’ve had guys with signs saying “your daughter loves every inch of us, 
why don’t you” and yall loved it. I said the same thing just the other way 
roud- I’m racist. So you’re gonna fight my nonexistent racism with your 
very real sexism and chauvinism? Nah, that ain’t it it, is it. Target people 
who are actually racist, don’t come for those supporting you.156 
 

To avoid the punishments of cancel culture, @snowing.cocaine appeals to a postfeminist 

argument that, like some men she’s seen at rallies, she too was only playfully expressing 

her sexual subjectivity. Furthermore, she engages in whataboutism by reversing the 

accusation onto her critics, insinuating that they are unwoke, sexist bystanders, who are 

not working as much as she is.157 

 
154 Fanon, Frantz, Black Skin, White Masks (Grove Press, 2008). 
155 Derek Hook, “Fanon and the Psychoanalysis of Racism,” in Critical Psychology, ed. Derek Hook and 
Peace Kiguwa. (UCT Press, 2004): 130. 
156 @bitterarab, Twitter post, June 7, 2020, 6:25 PM, 
https://twitter.com/bitterarab/status/1269772514064039936. 
157 “What About ‘Whataboutism’?,” Words We’re Watching, Merriam-Webster, accessed June 4, 2021, 
https://www.merriam-webster.com/words-at-play/whataboutism-origin-meaning.   
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Similarly in Figure 21, where Instagram influencer Victoria Moore joined a Black 

Lives Matter protest because she “want[s] mixed kids,” the caption of her post reads: 

“Don’t take this poster the wrong way, I am fighting with you.” While I do not know for 

sure if this was the original caption or changed later in response to disapproval from 

others, the influencer appeals to postfeminist humor in justifying her fetishization of both 

adults and children. On one hand, this rhetoric again equates Black men to sex objects 

only valuable if they can provide semen for white women. On the other hand, this also 

fetishizes bi-racial children since purposefully seeking to create people that may be born 

with features adults find attractive perpetuates pedophilia and treats them “like an 

accessory… prize, or manifestation of owning [Black] bodies for performative and 

representative value.”158 Though Moore’s caption suggests she is aware of the negative 

readings others may take from the poster, her decision to nonetheless share the photo 

online points to the memeification of protest where any crude or sexually exploitative 

joke is acceptable as long as it is done on behalf of a movement. Overall, both of these 

examples aid white supremacy by implying Black lives are only worth protecting because 

they are useful to white women (and the larger white population) in some way –– either 

because they are pleasurable to have sex with or they can provide DNA in the 

reproduction of attractive children.  

 Lastly, SDA also participates in consumer capitalist practices rather than 

challenging them. Most obviously, is the adherence to traditional advertising techniques 

 
158 Hunter Shackelford, “PSA: Mixed Black Babies Will Never Put an End to Antiblack Racism,” Wear 
Your Voice, July 18, 2016, https://www.wearyourvoicemag.com/psa-mixed-black-babies-will-never-end-
antiblack-racism/.  
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to spread a movement’s message. While advertisements for corporations such as the 

famous Carl’s Jr. burger ads ––where thin, beautiful women are shown eating fast food in 

sexy poses with barely-there clothing–– have received criticism for sexist posturing, 

several of the SDA artifacts featured in this project have not.159 For me, it is questionable 

at best why sexually-objectifying rhetoric is appropriate in one context and not the other. 

Sure, one could argue that the individual content creators on social media are actively 

choosing to participate in SDA, but the same can be said for the models and actresses 

who participate in sexist advertisements. Again, social and political revolutions should be 

primary sites where these hegemonic advertising tactics are resisted.  

  Additionally, the most popular SDA posts rely heavily on classism. Although one 

may assume content creators need only be beautiful ––a quality that cannot necessarily be 

bought in a store–– this oversimplifies what it takes to gain and sustain wide-spread 

reverence online. While of course some women are naturally beautiful according to 

Western standards, not everyone has access to the material or temporal recourses 

necessary to get dressed-up, stage a photoshoot, edit photographs, and network 

consistently to get one’s content noticed. Upon closer inspection then, the assets required 

to achieve influencer-level virality are, most often, only accessible to the affluent in 

society who have already been set up for success –– and media executives know this. 

Indeed, middle-to-upper-class women in their twenties with “the ability to persuade 

others like them to consume similar fashion” present a “golden opportunity for luxury 

 
159 See for example: Suzannah Weiss, “Carl’s Jr. Announces It’ll Stop Objectifying Women-With an Ad 
That Objectifies Women,” Glamour, March 31, 2017, https://www.glamour.com/story/carls-jr-stop-using-
sexy-women-in-ads. 
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brands to reach consumers who will likely be wealthy in the future before they begin to 

more actively police their interaction with advertising.”160 In this way, the participation of 

influencers in SDA inhibits the potential for the masses to question and challenge the 

“intensification of commercial media logic” even in progressive movements that should 

be specifically designed to do so.161  

 On a larger scale, examples like Figure 14 show how woke-washing has 

commodified activist identities. As Jemima Repo explains, the purchase of products that 

reflect progressive values is potentially misleading because it:  

promotes the idea that “being” [an activist] has a lot to do with “looking 
the part” and “feeling empowered,” thus reproducing neoliberal and 
postfeminist discourses of self-care and self-management. While feminist 
[or more general activist] commodities might propel some women to 
engage with collective politics, it is not an avenue encouraged or provided 
by a T-shirt. Instead, the T-shirt plays into the depiction of [activist] 
identity as a desirable, “stylish, defiant, funny, beautiful, [and] confident” 
self-image.162  
 

While these products may allow for the public expression of progressive values, this 

“woke capitalism does not emerge primarily to intervene in patterns of social oppression, 

but puts to work certain affects, associations, and forms of subjectivity… in which 

neoliberalism still ‘makes sense.’”163 By making socially-responsible purchases, and 

perhaps subsequently brandishing those purchases online, the consumer “engage[s] in 

low-cost heroism” and “‘buy[s]’ [sic] peace for himself,” such that no other form of 

 
160 Mary Douglas Vavrus, “Postfeminist Redux?,” Review of Communication 12, no. 3 (2012): 232-233.  
David Hirschman, “On the Road to Riches: Those Under 35 with $100K Household Income,” Ad Age, May 
22, 2011, https://adage.com/article/adagestat/ll-rich-35-100k-household-income/227671.  
161 Vavrus, Postfeminist Redux?,” 233.  
162 Repo, “Feminist Commodity Activism,” 226.  
163 Kanai and Gill, “Woke?,” p. 13. 
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collective action is necessary for social change.164 For example, although White 

recognizes the importance of the USPS, calling it a “constitutional-outlined right that 

employs 500,000 Americans… [and] rel[ied upon by older Americans] to deliver their 

medications,” efforts to save the USPS from bankruptcy focused primarily on citizens 

buying commodities from the organization, rather than putting the onus of responsibility 

on the state.165 

 Finally, when individuals view themselves as a brand, they may refuse to step 

outside of that brand. In this way, perhaps micro/celebrities like Reinhart (Figure 3) and 

Simrell (Figure 9) felt that their activism ought to be sexy because that is what they are 

known for in their professional lives as an actress and cosplaying influencer respectively. 

Similarly, @marika.leila’s (Figure 10) usage of bondage imagery may have been 

successful in drawing attention to Black Lives Matter, but it is easy to imagine that doing 

so also helped direct attention to the Shibari Study business she advertises on her 

Instagram account. While I cannot say for certain whether this was unintentional or a 

calculated move to work towards an ulterior motive, the purpose here is to point out how 

wholly pervasive self-branding has become –– to the extent that many may not even 

realize they are doing it. This drive to embody one thing above all else is representative 

of the way capitalism takes all of human complexity and reduces it to one’s brand or 

work. If one is truly committed to just causes, however, then they should be able to 

participate in activism without centering their brand, which only works to place 
 

164 Lisa Ann Richey and Stefano Ponte, “Better (Red)™ than Dead? Celebrities, Consumption and 
International Aid,” Third World Quarterly 29, no. 4 (2008): 723. 
Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, 146. 
165 Chen, “Gen Z Are Both Joking and Very Serious.” 
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individualism and personal success before collective need. In the end, using SDA as 

advertising for movements commodifies political activity as something sold by one-

dimensional entrepreneur-activists and bought by woke consumers as a substitute 

resistance that does not rely on the neoliberal capitalist mode of production or its 

assumptions.  

CHAPTER CONCLUSION  
As Lorde notes in the quote that opened this chapter, “[t]he master’s tools will 

never dismantle the master’s house.”166 Though she spoke in the context of criticizing 

underlying racism and homophobia in academic feminist circles, I believe the same idea 

applies when evaluating SDA: it is not prefigurative, but a master tool. In other words, 

SDA “makes sense” for the world we live in, but does nothing to work towards a more 

desirable future world where rampant oppression is nonexistent. As such, I have 

attempted to show that SDA is an inherently limited and risky rhetorical strategy for 

progressive social and political movements because it employs the same tools used to 

oppress the most marginalized groups, risking the de-radicalization of collective forces in 

favor of short-term gains. From patriarchal views of female power to individualist modes 

of promotion, because SDA works within the framework of these unjust systems it does 

not express transformative erotic power in the Lordian sense, but a pornographic 

distortion of it that emphasizes sensationalism and individualism over feeling and 

connection with others. Though “the people are drawn into the process by the same 

 
166 Lorde, “The Master’s Tools,” 2. 
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methods and procedures used to oppress them,” doing so means that “only the most 

narrow [sic] parameters of change are possible and allowable.”167 As such, SDA is not “a 

politics of resistance or transformation, but of capitulation: to patriarchy, to 

neoliberalism, and to corporate control over public issues that affect us all.”168  

 
167 Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, 128. 
Lorde, “The Master’s Tools,” 1.  
168 Vavrus, “Postfeminist Redux?,” 233. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

 

 This project has aimed to examine and critique the memeification of movements 

via sexualized digital activism. After introducing the topic in Chapter 1, I traced the 

historical, theoretical, technological, and sociocultural influences which gave rise to the 

phenomenon in Chapter 2. Here, I posited that postfeminism, social media’s exacerbation 

of the attention economy, and gentrified woke-washing provide the underlying 

motivation and ideological sanction for young women to utilize the rhetoric of sex in the 

service of movement spread. In Chapter 3, I used a variety of digital artifacts gathered 

throughout 2020 to develop a typology capable of describing and categorizing the four 

overarching methods used in SDA. Finally in Chapter 4, I argued that this rhetorical 

practice, while potentially beneficial in some respects, does little to sustain political 

advancement and ultimately works against its very interests by de-radicalizing 

progressive resistance efforts and reaffirming structures of patriarchy, white supremacy, 

and neoliberal consumer capitalism.  

 However, my research was limited in at least five respects. First is the concern 

that my understanding of SDA is defined only on what I happened to find or what I 

purposefully went searching for. The Internet is nearly infinite and impersonal algorithms 

on social media largely dictate what these platforms will show me. In this way, there is 

no guarantee that my sample artifacts are completely representative of the entire SDA 
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phenomenon. It is completely possible that there are other ways of engaging in SDA that 

are not subject to the critiques I have raised here.  

 Second, this research was conducted during a global pandemic. Because so many 

people were quarantined at home, thus restricting social contact with others, there was 

likely a heightened psychological drive to post online –– especially content that could 

garner attention and interaction. This may account for the pervasiveness I witnessed 

online in 2020 and, as a result, may not actually be a long-term cause for concern once 

we enter a post-COVID world.  

The third limitation concerns who is involved in SDA. On one hand, this project 

clearly sought to investigate SDA conducted by women. Despite its overwhelming 

popularity with feminine people, the rhetorical practice is not restricted to women only. 

While I did encounter a number of sexualized political posts from men, brief 

consideration led me to believe that they tend to participate in SDA differently than 

women. For the sake of space, I intentionally left out analysis of masculine perspectives 

but hope to conduct a similar project in the future where I can research this question in-

depth.  

On the other hand, while all of the selfie artifacts collected were posted by adults, 

the same cannot unquestionably be said about the text-based memes. Even so, it is safe to 

assume that the majority of adult posts in this thesis were made by people below the age 

of 25. In this sense, there could be limitations regarding the pervasiveness or seriousness 

of SDA if it is mostly created by teenagers and young adults. As cultural tropes have 

been depicting for decades, teens are often obsessed with sex once they begin to 
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transition to adulthood. In the past, adolescents and young adults engaged in these 

conversations face-to-face in their own circles. Now, however, social media allows adults 

access to younger spaces and vice-versa. Perhaps hyper-sexual discourse has always been 

popular among young people, and we just have not had the chance to witness it in this 

way before the digital revolution. 

Similarly, this thesis gives little to no consideration to right-wing movements. 

Aside from briefly reviewing Anderson’s discussion of the Palin pornification in Chapter 

2, all of the political activity I have examined is, at minimum, left-leaning. Thus, my 

analysis is lacking and incomplete in this regard. It is possible that conservative or 

reactionary movements do not participate in SDA at all or do so in different ways. More 

research is necessary in this respect before any generalizations about SDA usage can be 

drawn.  

Fourth, my conclusions are dependent upon how I judge a movement as 

successful, but other scholars and activists may have completely different criteria. On one 

hand, I prefer activism to advocacy where I view working outside of the system to be the 

superior method towards political and social transformation. On the other hand, where I 

would consider features such as durability, committed membership, and met demands to 

be requirements for successful resistance efforts, some may say that meeting all of those 

conditions is so unrealistic that very few movements would be regarded as successful. 

Indeed, others may consider a movement successful on the basis of its ability to spread 

movement frames or connect like-minded people. If using that criteria, SDA would 

actually be an excellent resource for movements.  
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Finally, although I critiqued the overall practice of SDA, individual artifacts were 

subject to drastically different public reactions. For example, while Figures 3, 12, 21, 29, 

and 32 received backlash, Figures 7, 9, 22, and 23 were highly praised, and the remaining 

artifacts were neither scrutinized nor uniquely popular. Considering that the most harshly 

received examples were related to white participation in the Black Lives Matter 

movement, initial reflection suggests that popular opinions of SDA are more likely to 

coincide my critique when used by hegemonically conforming individuals and/or for 

political projects that center marginalized people (rather than inanimate entities like the 

USPS or established political processes such as the presidential election). However, more 

research should be conducted to confirm this theory.  

In the end, this thesis does not argue that women must or should cease public 

expressions of sexuality, but that sexualizing movements (especially with compromised 

intentions) offers little to no long-term gains for social justice politics. After attention has 

been won, the difficult, boring, and unsexy work of social transformation must take 

place. Future research should consider how ––in a world dominated by social media and 

the visual, where information overload and algorithms restrict what we see online–– 

movements can spread further, faster, and with more commitment to tangible action 

without relying on SDA memeification. Is social media itself a master tool inherently 

incapable or aiding resistance, or can it be reclaimed and used more productively? Are 

activists permanently left with appealing to virality for any hope of remedying injustice? 

If so, must sex and women’s bodies be the on the frontline to achieve that goal?  
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Appendix 

169 

Figure 1: Twitter Post by @jonbrownmusic 

 

170 

Figure 2: Twitter Post by @BenSPLATT 

 
169 @jonbrownmusic, Twitter post, June 19, 2020, 3:33 PM, 
https://twitter.com/jonbrownmusic/status/1274077838761697280. 
170@BenSPLATT, Twitter post, June 10, 2020, 12:21 PM, 
https://twitter.com/BenSPLATT/status/1270768022043553792. 
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171 

Figure 3: Instagram Post by @lilireinhart 

 
171 Ellie Bate, “Lili Reinhart Apologised for Her ‘Tone Deaf’ Topless Instagram Post Demanding Justice 
for Breonna Taylor,” Buzzfeed, July 1, 2020, https://www.buzzfeed.com/eleanorbate/lili-reinhart-topless-
photo-breonna-taylor-apology. 
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172 

Figure 4: Instagram Post by @tatyanaalii_ 

 
172 Screenshot was taken from a now-deleted post by Instagram user @tatyanaalii_ on June 26, 2020: 
https://www.instagram.com/tatyanaalii_/. 
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173         

Figure 5: Instagram Post by @itsalistupid 

 
173 @itsalistupid, Instagram Post, September 23, 2020, https://www.instagram.com/p/CFdk_JsF9NN/. 
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   174 

Figure 6: Instagram Post by @daracochran 

 
174 @daracochran, Instagram Post, September 26, 2020, https://www.instagram.com/p/CFmhz6HFMcl/. 
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175 

Figure 7: Twitter Post by @quakerraina 

 

176 

Figure 8: Twitter Post by @dontforget_dre 

 

 
175 @quakerraina, Twitter post, August 14, 2020, 2:44 PM, 
https://twitter.com/quakerraina/status/1294359373729239041. 
176 @dontforget_dre, Twitter post, August 16, 2020, 8:24 PM, 
https://twitter.com/dontforget_dre/status/1295169554511826944. 
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 177 

Figure 9: Twitter Post by @katiesimrell 

 

 
177 @katiesimrell, Twitter post, August 24, 2020, 11:01 AM, 
https://twitter.com/katiesimrell/status/1297927129057771520. 
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 178 

Figure 10: Instagram Post by @marika.leila  

 
178 Screenshot was taken from a now-deleted post by Instagram user @marika.leila in August 2020: 
https://www.instagram.com/marika.leila/  
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179 

Figure 11: Instagram Account by @shibari.study 

 
179 @shibari.study, Instagram account, https://www.instagram.com/shibari.study/.  
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180 

Figure 12: Instagram Post by @snowing.cocaine 
 

180 Screenshot was taken from a now-deleted post by Instagram user @snowing.cocaine in June 2020. The 
entire account has since been deleted, but more evidence can be found here: 
https://twitter.com/stephajn/status/1269340379142389760. 
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181 

Figure 13: Instagram Post by @50cent 
 

181 @50cent, Instagram post, June 6, 2020, https://www.instagram.com/p/CBGTna_nUaf/. 
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                     182 

Figure 14: Instagram Post by @americahatesus 

 
182 @americahatesus, Instagram post, March 9, 2021, https://www.instagram.com/p/CMNdnUyglNo/?utm.  
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              183 

Figure 15: Twitter Post by @AshleeTho23 

 

 
183 @AshleeTho23, Twitter post, July 1, 2020, 5:08 PM, 
https://twitter.com/AshleeTho23/status/1278450373104144386. 
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 184   

Figure 16: Instagram Post by @khelsie.xo 

 
184 @khelsie.xo, Instagram post, August 11, 2020, https://www.instagram.com/p/CDw3bZRgjK5/. 
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 185 

Figure 17: Instagram Story by @zoeisabellakravitz 

 
 

185 Lian Brooks, “Jennifer Lawrence Running and Screaming About Biden’s Victory Is What We Need to 
See This Monday,” ELLE, November 9, 2020, https://www.elle.com/uk/life-and-
culture/culture/a34571315/celebrities-react-election/.  
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186 

Figure 18: Instagram Post by @bunnylogan 

 
186 @bunnylogan, Instagram post, November 3, 2020, https://www.instagram.com/p/CHIuhjSlJcp/. 
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187 

Figure 19: Instagram Post by @x__ine 

 
187 Screenshot was taken from an Instagram story in June 2020 that re-posted the original photo from 
Instagram user @x__ine: https://www.instagram.com/x__ine/. 
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188 

Figure 20: Photo by Clay Banks 

 
 

188 Clay Banks, “Woman Holds Up Sign at the Black Lives Matter Protest in Washington DC,” Unsplash, 
June 8, 2020, https://unsplash.com/photos/I2MgvDFm0u4.  
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 189 

Figure 21: Instagram Post by @officialvictoriamoore 

 
189 Screenshot was taken from a now-deleted post by Instagram user @officialvictoriamoore in June 2020. 
More evidence can be found here: https://twitter.com/alexisisbestest/status/1269663130964987905.  
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190  

Figure 22: Twitter Post by @BonniePuns 

 
190 @BonniePuns, Twitter post, August 7, 2020, 10:22 PM, 
https://twitter.com/BonniePuns/status/1291937908664852480.  
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191 

Figure 23: Tik Tok by @sietesays 

 

 

 
 

191 @sietesays, Tik Tok post, August 17, 2020, 
https://www.tiktok.com/@sietesays/video/6862112641318456582. 
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192 

Figure 24: Illustration from Know Your Meme 

 
192 “Corona-chan,” Memes, Know Your Meme, last modified May 2021, 
https://knowyourmeme.com/photos/1798215-corona-chan. 
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193 

Figure 25: Illustration from Know Your Meme 

 
193 “Corona-chan,” Memes, Know Your Meme, last modified May 2021, 
https://knowyourmeme.com/photos/1721761-corona-chan. 
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 194 

Figure 26: Photograph from Know Your Meme 

 

 
194 “Corona-chan,” Memes, Know Your Meme, last modified May 2021, 
https://knowyourmeme.com/memes/corona-chan/photos.  
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195 

Figure 27: Twitter Post by @unascertainabl_ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
195 @unascertainabl_, Twitter post, September 21, 2020, 10:25 PM,  
https://twitter.com/unascertainabl_/status/1308246007780708354. 
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196 

Figure 28: Instagram Post by @lethal_lesbian 

 
196 @lethal_lesbian, Instagram post, October 13, 2020, https://www.instagram.com/p/CGSty1whmtG/.  
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  197 

Figure 29: Instagram Post by @rusabnb 

 
197 Kris Schatzel (@rusabnb), Instagram post, June 5, 2020, 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CBEh6ULJvvW. 
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198  
Figure 30: Twitter Post by @influencersinthewild 

 

 
198 Original tweet is now deleted. Screenshot from: https://i.redd.it/3nwad2jmia351.jpg. 
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199 
Figure 31: Instagram Account by @rusabnb 

 
 

199 Kris Schatzel (@rusabnb), Instagram account, https://www.instagram.com/rusabnb/. 
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200 
Figure 32: Photographs from the New Statesman 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
200 Manavis, “The Influencers Using Anti-Racist Protests for Clout.” 
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